Chapter II
Jyotiþ÷àstra and the Concept of Karman
1. Preface to the Correlation
Astrology was practiced by many ancient cultures to look into the future.
Divinations in those times were the means to interpret future. They supposedly
originated from mimetic magic which ‘deduced the future of events from the
behaviour of things’. (Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upaniùads, p.388.).
Magic was practiced by the Indo-European races with the belief that ‘by imitating the
cosmic processes they could control or assist them’. (Magic and Religion, p. 82.).
Actively performed actions played a role as an outsource of such a thought process
though it was with the aid of the gods and the spirits who were fancied to be
controlling the cosmic processes. Actions as prayers and sacrifices were directed
towards these gods in order to pacify them. Till the period of the primitive IndoGermans, magic appear to be separated from Astrology which constituted of omens
and portents. (The History of Indian Literature, p.264.) Mythology also played a role
in the formulation of Astrology though it surfaced as a product of activity of the
human intellect thereby chiefly mental rather than a physical one expressing similar
ideas, desires and habits in myths inspite of the difference in the cultural practices.
The commonest myths pertained to the Sun and the Moon, the day and the night and
the sky as explanations of the recurring natural phenomena in connection with the life
and death of human. These were perhaps the first of the kind in conceptualizing the
ideology of man regarding his connection with the other world as also of the course of
the rising and the setting Sun providing the notion of rebirth of man thereby
establishing a religious creativity resulting in the worship of the luminaries. The belief
of existence and its travel outside the body is recorded in the Paleolithic through the
Mesolithic continuing in the Neolithic population reflecting in their systems of burials
orienting them towards the east displaying a tendency of connecting the destiny of the
soul with the path of the Sun. (A History of Religious Ideas, Volume I, p. 33.). The
idea of immortality also co-existed in the early cultures. The anthropomorphized
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deities in all probability represented this idea and were commonly addressed as deivos
(Skt. Deva-s originating from √ div ‘to shine’.) in the Indo-European period while
were being connected with light and heaven (Vedic Mythology, p. 8.).
The same root contributed for the term day and also for the bright sky (The
Origin of the Aryans, p. 324, 328.) and Dyaus a development as to sharing the
divinity with the gods appears in the correspondence between the heaven and the
earth by means of the cosmic light forms and their motion. The connection with light
is evidently natural on the ground especially a moral one that man prefers light and
shrinks from darkness which can be expressed as a man’s instinct rather than a
religious one (Origin and Evolution of Religion, p. 106) and which reflects in the
observance and worship of early man connecting Astrology with cosmic and human
actions in the early period.
The idea of the order in the universe as a supreme law governing all the things
in the world conceptualized as èta also contributed to the correlation of cosmic order
of the light forms to the ritual order in the Indo-Iranian phase. Although the concept
of time displayed in the notion of èta or A÷a connected with ritual actions have a
utility as early as the Upper Paleolithic period which records the usage of a lunar
cycle for a practical purpose.(A History of Religious Ideas, Volume I, p.22).
Sacrifices though reported in somewhat similar period the worship of fire until the
Indo-European times was animalist rather than anthropomorphic (Religion and
Philosophy of Veda, p. 38). Intermingling of human qualities and actions with the
cosmic activity is a development later to this and till the period of the Veda frequent
association of man and cosmos for enquiries regarding future is evident and an
organized system for the same in the form of divinations and actions on luminaries for
their fulfillment occurs up to this period though the growth up to here can be termed
as that of an adolescent standing on the verge of his cosmic habitat eager to surpass it
and with the knowledge gathered from the habitat ready for a more mature footing
for a better understanding of the roots of his own identity and their outcome.
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2. Jyotiþ÷àstra
Astronomy or Astrology is termed as Jyotiþ÷àstra in Sanskrit literature and is
defined as the knowledge or science of light.
i. Derivation of the term
The term jyoti is derived from √dyut or √jyut1 meaning ‘to shine’. The √dyut
followed by uõàdi suffix-isin2 makes ‘jyoti’ after the elision of ‘n’ and the
substitution of ‘j’ for the initial ‘d’.3 √dyut (to light) is used directly or in the causative
sense for the formation of ‘jyoti’.4 The use of √jyut ‘to shine’ has been traced in
Vedic literature only and in the late ages its use has become obsolete.5
ii. Meaning of the term
In the Vedic and later literature, the term ‘jyoti’ appears in connection with
that which shines. In this sense, ‘jyoti’ comes in a widely extensive meaning in the
literature. Jyoti6 (n) means light, luster or brilliance, heavenly body or luminary, the
celestial world, lightning, light of Brahman, the faculty of seeing. Jyoti (m) means
the sun and fire. The function of jyotiù is prakà÷a that is to manifest, to illuminate or
to dispel darkness.
In the above senses Jyotiþ÷àstra constitutes the study of various light forms in
nature and the term jyoti7 appears in connotation with the above meanings in the
literature.
iii. Sources of Light in the Literature
The initial light forms in the literature primarily observed due to their physical
light nature in the sky are Sårya, Candra and the Nakùatras. Along with their
appearances and character, they have a practical utility in the culture.
a. Sårya
Sårya is the material Sun and is marked by his effulgence in the sky. Sårya is
generated from the (brilliant) dawn (RV. VII.63.3), he shines forth and moves in the
highest region of the Dyaus (RV I.50.11) in a singular path (RV. I. 164.14) is
observed in the ègveda.
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The chief action of Sårya is his shining for all the world (RV. VII. 63.1), he is
the dispeller of darkness due to his light (RV. X. 37.4) and is considered as the
support of the world (RV.I 164.14).
Sårya is attributed the quality of vision in the literature and is described as far
seeing (RV. VII. 35.8, RV. X. 37.1), with his eye he views the world (RV. I 50.2). On
account of such a characterization he is a prime light form. He is the eye of Medhya
A÷wa (sacrificial horse) (Tai. Sa§.VII.5.25.) and of various gods like Agni (RV.I.
15.1), Mitra and Varuõa (RV.I.115.1, X.37.1, VII.61.1). In connection with human,
the eye of man after death goes to Sårya (RV. X. 16.3).
Being a prominently perceptible light form, the movement of Sårya in the
various divisions of the sky is observed in the culture and is made an instrument to
measure the world.8 Sårya never really rises or sets but due to its motion produces
(the division of ) day and night is mentioned in the Aitareya Bràhmaõa (14.6).
Sa§vatsara or Varùa is a solar division in the Veda. Sårya is the cause of ètus
(seasons) (RV. I. 95.3) is known, they being five (Mai. Sa§.I.7.3) or six (øat. Brà.
II.1.3.16, AV. VI.55.2) find mention in the literature.
The apparent motion of Sårya in the Northern and the Southern hemisphere
for six months each is observed9 and the movement of Sårya along with Candra in the
twenty seven Nakùatras and later the twelve Rà÷i divisions is the basis of Jyotiþ÷àstra
as far as its practical utility is concerned.
The ègveda10 declares the highest point of the Sun as the abode of the fathers.
Sårya is made a distinct mark to differentiate time with and without parts. An effort to
connect Sårya as the soul of all that moves and rests is observed in RV.I.115.1 and in
connection with the Brahman world Sårya does not (really) rises or sets but remains
established in himself is mentioned in the Chàndogya Upaniùad (III. 11.1,2). Thereby
apart from the perceptible material form Sårya was also viewed from an ideological
perspective by the culture.
b. Candra
Moon is addressed as Candra or Canda, the terms which express its luminous
nature and with the term Candramas moon is the luminous measurer11. Often Candra
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is addressed as Soma12 and in the ègveda the name shares a parallel13 with the
personified terrestrial Soma plant and its juice. The light nature of Soma is expressed
in RV. IX.86.45. Soma (juice) is addressed as ‘øukra’ or ‘øuci’, bright14 in its purified
form or as ‘indu’15 the ‘bright drop’ or ‘drop’ (RV.VI. 44.21). Soma thus has a
terrestrial as well as a celestial origin in the literature.
Candra receives light rays from Sårya is known and is thereby addressed as

Såryara÷mi in the Sa§hitàs.16 The birth of Soma from Sårya is recognized and also its
regular death. (RV.X.55.5, Tai. Brà. ii.5.7.3). The total disappearance of Candra on
New Moon (Amàvàsyà) is observed and that it enters âditya on this day is mentioned
in Aitareya Bràhmaõa (40.5). Months were lunar and in Vedic times compared to the

Amànta (New Moon), months beginning or ending with the Paurõamànta (Full Moon)
were preferred (Tai. on Sa§. 7.5.6). These phases17 formed the base for ritual actions
including the performance of Dar÷apūrõamàseùñi (sacrifices on the New Moon and
Full Moon day). In the later literature, the position of Candra was the basis for
Muhårta (proper time) for the performance of any auspicious act. The Jàtaka branch
of Jyotiþ÷àstra sets the pattern of Nakùatras for the purpose of predictions of life of an
individual and for the performance of actions, depending on the Nakùatra in which the
Moon at the time of birth of an individual is situated.18
Candra is associated with the Kàlapuruùa as his mind.19 In relation with the
human journey after death, Candra is deemed a station for the performers of
sacrificial actions and also the abode, eye and light of the fathers.20
c. Nakùatras
The system of Nakùatras form the substratum on which Jyotiþ÷àstra atleast of
the Veda and Vedàïga period rests. The term Nakùatra appears in the literature as
stars in general and also as lunar mansions.
As stars in general
The term Nakùatra is applied to stars in general in RV. III. 54.19, VII. 86.1,
other terms applied to stars in the early literature are ‘stç’, ‘çkùa’ or rocanà.21 Specified
by their bright appearance in the sky stars can be related to the words stç22 or rocanà23
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which is not the case with the word Nakùatra which is of obscure origin and shows
divergence of opinion in its derivation.24
The term Nakùatra appears distinguished from the stars in Tai. Sa§. 7.5.25
which explains Nakùatra as Råpa (form) and Tàrakà or stars as Asthi (bone) of the
sacrificial horse.
Sårya is addressed as a Nakùatra (m) in RV.VI. 67.6, finds a separate mention
along with the Nakùatras (RV. III. 54.19) and also is contrasted from the Nakùatras in
a later hymn of RV and in other Sa§hitàs (RV.I.50.2, AV XIII.2.17, XX. 47.14).
As lunar mansions
Compared to Sårya or any other heavenly body, Candra shares an elaborate
and somewhat exclusive relationship with the Nakùatras in the literature. As far as the
cultural ideology and its implementation is concerned, Nakùatras appear as stars or
star clusters on the path of the Moon. This sense already appears in the Sa§hitàs.25
They being 27 or 28 in connection with the lunar month is recognized, the expression
arise in the form of a marriage union.26
The arrangement of Nakùatras
The names27 of a few probable ones occur in the RV but the number fixed as
2728 with the complete list of their names, order of appearance and the deities ascribed
to them appear in and after the Yajurveda.29 Though the record occurs in Taiññirãya
and other Sa§hitàs yet much prior to them and in the time of the ègveda, the
Nakùatra system must had been a functioning unit in the culture in connection with
the sacrificial and other activities.30
The shapes and colours of the star clusters31 visible in the sky may be
attributed the stimulus for the names of the Nakùatras occurring from prior lingo,32 or
due to their coinciding with the natural phenomenon,33 yet few others are named after
the figures and the perceptive qualities of objects on earth appearing as their mirror
images in the sky.34 But certain characteristics attached to Nakùatras in naming them
probably generated from a thought process integrated since the earliest development
of the culture35 and is seemingly improbable to unwind.
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The process of fitting the order of Nakùatras arising in a natural succession on
the path of the Moon to their counter parts on the Earth supposedly resulted due to an
exchange from both the celestial and terrestrial factual as well as ideological quarters
and somewhat stretching of the cosmic facts displayed in the concepts like the form of
Nakùatra Prajàpati visible in the sky.36 Also the presiding deities of Nakùatras
mentioned in the Sa§hitàs are exclusively Vedic37 their anthropomorphism an
independently Indian observation and retained their place in the later development.38
Dikshit mentions the seed of auspiciousness or inauspiciousness of the
Nakùatras lying in the concept of Muhårtas (proper times to perform acts).39 The
system of Nakùatras is connected to Muhårta÷àstra and is utilized for the performance
of prescribed actions throughout the literature. Nakùatras were considered important
for Agnyàdhàna40 (consecration of the sacred fires), offerings were made on certain
nakùatras termed as male.41 Months were known from the names of Nakùatras (Tai
Sa§. ii.2.10.1, Pa¤. Brà. V.9.1), names of Nakùatras were employed for Full Moon or
New Moon (øat. Brà. ii.6.3.11,Kauù.Brà.i.3, iv.4), Full Moon on certain Nakùatra
appears recorded (øat. Brà.6.2.2.18) and prescribed for certain act (Tai.Sa§. 7.4.38).
A Nakùatreùñi is also mentioned in Tai Brà.III.1.
The Bçhat Sa§hità enumerates actions to be performed on various types of
Nakùatras.42 In relation with marriage Gobhila prefers an auspicious Nakùatra.43 The
âtharvaõa-Jyotiùa (Nakùatra section, verse 4) & Vaikhànasa-Ssmàrta-Såtra (IV.14)
refer to a pattern of Nakùatras in connection with the Nakùatra at birth.
Nakùatra as divisions of the Ecliptic
A third meaning of Nakùatra as divisions of the Ecliptic appear in the literature
especially for Astronomical purpose. The Såryapraj¤apti divides the Ecliptic by the
sidereal month. The Vedàïga Jyotiùa records the positions of the Sun and the Moon at
the Equinox and Solstices with reference to the Nakùatras. In the Vedic literature, the
Nakùatra list began with Kçttikà (which supposedly coincided with the Vernal
Equinox)44 and in the classical Sanskrit period it (Vernal Equinox) coincided with
A÷vinã.45 Apart from clear and ample references of above in the literature attempts
have been made to mark the Nakùatras at the Equinoxes and the Solstices and these
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expressions have been utilized as a sequel to fix the age of the Veda.46 The discovery
of placing Mçga÷irùa (Orion) or âgrahàyaõa (as the commencement of the year) at the
Autumnal Equinox47 gave an access to a still older system of Nakùatras prior to the
Kçttikà list which began with Mçga÷irùa (Orion).48 These references about the
Nakùatra in relation with the Equinoxes and Solstices show that the initial point of the
sphere of the Nakùatras was a movable point in comparison to the point of Equinox
(and thereby the Solstices) which is a fixed point. The records to this extent awards
the literature the knowledge of Precession to some extent.49 Yet Precession which is
an astronomical concept as also Nakùatras being divided in twenty-seven equal parts
of the ecliptic, these and such studies were perhaps not the aim of the culture but were
preliminary steps to their astrological purpose of practical performance of prescribed
actions on proper times.50 Thereby the Nakùatra which marked the initial point of the
sphere and which coincided with the Vernal Equinox was perhaps equally observed
from an Astrological viewpoint. The passage of the øatapatha Bràhmaõa which
indicates the position of Kçttikà at the Vernal Equinox also specifies the
characteristics of the Nakùatara and thereby its utility to the sacrificer.51
Some general observations from the above data in the literature related to the
Nakùatras can be derived as under:The formation of a Nakùatra system and relating it to human actions exhibits
the tendency of the culture
1)

To connect the objects and activities of the sky or heaven and the Earth by

means of study of characteristics of Nakùatras.
2)

To study the cosmic activity through the order of the Nakùatras and introduce

it to the activities of the culture.
3)

To establish a practical connectivity to the Cosmos with the concept of

Muhårta (proper time) for sacrifices and other actions with the agency of the Sun, the
Moon and the Nakùatras.
The practical utility of the Nakùatra System with ritual actions can be termed
as a systematic attempt on part of the Vedic culture to establish a unity between man
and cosmos through perceptible objects and means and thereby an actual or a concrete
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effort to connect the same in the Sa§hità and the Bràhmaõa period prior to the
Upaniùads which rely on the abstract notions of the Brahman and âtman.
Perhaps some theory or else a germ of a theory related to this unity existed in
the culture in the above period. Nakùatras are mentioned as the abode of the gods.52
Stars in general and even Nakùatras are mentioned as the lights of pious men who
depart to the heavenly world.53 The Taittirãya âraõyaka 1.11.1.2 mentions the
Saptarùi’s (the seven sages). Atri and Agastya as being raised to stars. These and such
statements occurring occasionally in the literature point out a purposeful connectivity
between Nakùatras, gods and men.
As far as the derivation of the term Nakùatra goes the Taittirãya Bràhmaõa
explains that one who performs sacrificial actions here goes to that (Nakùatra) world54
thereby explaining the characteristics of Nakùatra as a place obtained by those who
perform sacrificial actions here. (in this world). Yàska derives the term Nakùatra from
√ Nakù ‘to obtain’ or ‘to go’ from the above statement in the Taittirãya Bràhmaõa.
The other derivation of the word Nakùatra comes as a compound from the
negative particle na plus Kùatra meaning not a Kùatra. Pàõini VI. 3.75 derives it in
this sense from øatapatha Bràhmaõa II.1.2.18.19. Kùatra means dominion or power
and therefore Nakùatra or na plus Kùatra means no dominion or no power. The word
Kùatra can be derived either from √ Kùi to dwell, to rule, to decay or from √ Kùar to
move, to flow, to perish. Thus Nakùatra would mean from √ Kùi no dwell, no rule, no
decay and from √ Kùar no movement, no flow, no perish. The Tattvàmçta commentary
on the Sårya Siddhànta 1.25 explains the word Nakùatra as ‘‘na kùarati na gacchatãti
nakùatram’’ in the sense that Nakùatras have no movement. This meaning of Nakùatra
is nearer to Kùar than Kùi and thereby means no movement, no flow, no perish. Also
Nakùatra in this sense appears in many places in the early literature.55 Therefore
Nakùatra appears to be more nearer to the above sense of √ Kùar specifying ‘no
movement’ or ‘no perish’.
From the above derivations, it appears that Nakùatras were considered by the
culture as ‘without movement’ or ‘non perishable’ or in a more direct sense of Na
plus Kùatra as ‘powerless’ (objects or places). RV. X.85.2 states that Soma
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(Moon)lies in or is placed in the lap of the Nakùatras. To ‘lie in’ specifies a horizontal
position, a position at rest on a supporting surface56 therefore Moon is deposited,
situated or is at rest in the lap of the Nakùatras. Also ZjÌm{U d¡ gd}fm§ XodmZm_m`VZ_²&

(øatapatha Bràhmaõa XIV.3.2.) or a similar statement in the Taittirãya Bràhmaõa
I.2.5.11. specify Nakùatras as the abode of the gods and Tai. Brà.further says that the
knower of this abides. Again abide is to remain (in the same place) or to stay in or
endure57 (with the gods).
Thereby Nakùatras can be taken as non-movable or non-perishable residence
or resting place of Moon, gods and (knower) mens. This is nearer to Pàõini and
øatapatha Bràhmaõa which explain Nakùatra as a place with no dominion or power.
Whereas the contrast in Nakù ‘to go’ or ‘to obtain’ by Yàska and Taittirãya Bràhmaõa
with Uõàdi suffix atran specifying ceaseless motion is applicable or related to the
sacrificer or performer of prescribed actions who receives ceaseless motion due to the
performance of actions and which land him or by aid of which, obtains the steady or
stable stations termed as Nakùatras.
Other important light forms are the Deities of light or the ‘Devatà’ which are
the anthropomorphic forms of nature, the Grahas (Planets) which are of later origin
and the universal and abstract light principle Brahman and its counterpart the âtman.
d. Deities of light
The most prominent of the light forms in the initial literature are the deities on
which rests perhaps the physical substrate as well as the moral character of the early
Vedic culture. Vedic deities are anthropomorphized nature and light forms spread in
the three regions viz, Celestial, Atmospheric or Aerial and Terrestrial areas of the
cosmos.
Jyotiþ÷àstra as the study of light constitute the study of the deities of light.
Being anthropomorphized forms, the deities play a major role in explaining the nature
and action of light in the early literature.
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Celestial light forms
The parental celestial deity is Dyaus representing the actual or concrete sky in
many places in the RV. Dyaus goes back to the Indo-European period and the word is
derived from the √ div, ‘to shine’.58
The commonest light source appearing as a group of gods representing the
celestial light is the Sun-god group.59 Sårya or Sun is the chief amongst these and
closely associated to him are the Savitç, Mitra and the other âdityas. The chief action
of Sårya is his shining for all the world,(RV.VII.63.1), for gods and for men
(RV.I.50.5). Savitç again is a golden deity (RV.I.35.8,9; RV VI.71.3) with a golden
car (RV. I.35.2,5) and the cpithet Såryara÷mi is exclusively addressed to Savitç in the
RV. (X.139.1). The âdityas are styled so since their real character is that they are the
gods of the light of the heaven.60 Varuõa is the chief of the âdityas with a shining
robe (RV.I.25.18) and a shining car similar to the Sun (RV.I.22). He is the one who
spread the Sun in the heaven (RV. V.85.2). Varuõa is far sighted (RV.I.25, VIII.90)
with thousand eyes (RV. VII. 34) and his viewing the world and mankind is
connected to the moral aspect (RV. I.50.6), his watching all deeds is mentioned in
RV. I.25.10,11. Varuõa is the firmament and the physical Sun is the eye of Varuõa
and also Mitra (RV. I. 115.1, RV. I. 61.1), both are often associated with each other.
Atharvaveda61 connects Mitra and Varuõa with day and night respectively.
Apart from the Sun god group and the most brilliant of the celestial light
forms is U÷as (Dawn) derived from √ vas ‘to shine.’ U÷as is a dispeller of darkness
(RV.VI.64.3) while she arrives in her shining (RV.VII.78.1) bright (RV.III. 61.2) car.
U÷as is closely allied with Sårya, her shining associated with the light of Sårya
(RV.I.113.9)
Frequently mentioned amongst the deitiees of light are the A÷wins. They are
described as bright (RV.VII. 68.1), brilliant (RV.VIII. 8.2) and are addressed as the
rulers of luster (RV.X. 93.6). A÷wins often are associated with Sårya.62
Among other celestial light deities are Viùõu whose three steps are the rising,
culminating and setting course of the Sun.63 Påùan is also connected to the Sun.64 (I÷a.
Up. 15,16) and Vivasvant, a representation of Sun or the rising Sun65 in the post Vedic
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literature. In the ègveda66 Vivasvant is called as an âditya and øatapatha Bràhmaõa67
explains him to be the illuminer of day and night. Visvasvant is connected with the
human race and men are said to be his off springs. (Tai. Sa§.6.5.6.2, øat Brà.
3.1.3.4.).
Atmospheric deities associated with light
The Atmospheric deities share the light nature to a lesser extent compared to
the celestial deities. Worth mentioning are Indra and Marut amongst whom Indra is
described as golden (RV.I.7.2, RV.VIII. 55.3), with golden arms (RV.VII. 34.4). The
Vajra of Indra is compared to the Sun (RV. VIII. 59.2), he has a golden car ( RV. VI.
29.2) and is the winner of light (RV. VIII.78.4). The troop of Maruts are said to be
brilliant (RV. I. 165.12), born from the laughter of lightning (RV. I.23.12), they ride
on golden cars (RV.V. 57.1) which gleam with lightning (RV. I.. 88.1, III. 54.13),
they dispel darkness (RV. VII.56.20) and produce light (RV. I.86.10).They are said to
prepare a path for the Sun (RV.VIII. 7.8). They represent storm-gods in the RV and
with √ mar, ‘to shine’ accord best with their description.68
Terrestrial light forms
Agni is the most important of the terrestrial light forms due to its association
with the sacrifices which centered the Vedic cult. Agni holds a threefold character as
a light form the terrestrial fire, the atmospheric lightning and the Sun in the celestial
region or heaven.69 He is threefold light is mentioned in early RV. III.26.7, his shine is
compared to the Sun (RV.VII. 3.6). The descent of Agni from the heaven expressed in
the form of lightening is personified as Màtari÷van.70 As a terrestrial sacrificial fire he
is designated with epithets which explain his bright form.71
An aspect of Agni is Bçhaspati whose birth is from the light in the highest
heaven (RV.IV.50.4.) Bçhaspati is connected with the constellation Tiùya (Tai.Sa§
iv.4.10.1.) and later in post-Vedic with the planet Jupiter.
e. Graha
The term Graha broadly and prevalently denotes Planet in Jyotiþ÷àstra. The
body of Navagraha72 or Nine Planets is a conglomeration of Sun and Moon, the five
Planets proper and Ràhu and Ketu.73 The Planetary system is commonly utilized for
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Jàtaka purpose74 in present Jyotiþ÷àstra and shows a blending of Indian and foreign
elements.75
Amongst the initial references to the probable Planets,76 Bçhaspati appears in
the most clear sense.77 The earliest mention of Planets occur in the Taittirãya
âraõyaka78 øani, Ràhu and Ketu are referred in Maitràyaõi Upaniùad (VII.6).
Baudhàyana Dharmasåtra (ii.5.99) mentions all the nine Planets.79 Mahàbhàrata (ii.
11.37) names them. Characteristics of Planets are mentioned in Bçhat Jàtaka. II.,
Artha÷àstra II. 24 connect Planets as predictive of natural events. The worship of
planets is suggested by Yàj¤avalkyasmçti (I. 307-308).
The motion of Planets was scientifically studied. The Vedàïga Jyotiùa records
the motion and positions of Sun and Moon only and reference to the motions of other
Planets occur from the period of the Siddhàntas.
Ràhu finds mention in the Atharvaveda (XIX. 9.10) but without an
astronomical meaning is present also in the Chàndogya Upaniùad (VIII.13) but not in
the sense of a Planet. Both Ràhu and even Ketu, who is first mentioned in the
Yàj¤avalkya, are Indian inclusions to the list of Planets and were understood as the
head and tail respectively of the demon believed to be causing the eclipses.80 Bçhat
Sa§hità includes a chapter (chap.V) on Ràhucàra (Ràhu’s course). V_m… (M) means
Ràhu and one of the meanings of V_… is darkness.81 The legend82 explaining Ràhu
being cut off from the trunk yet on account of the Amçta (nectar) consumed by him
continued alive and became a graha also connects Ràhu with immortality and thereby
with light. If taken as an astronomical point, Ràhu can supposedly be explained as a
cosmic area with a mixture of darkness and light as considered by the culture.
Also one of the meanings of ‘Graha’, the term applied to Planets in general in
the later period is connected to grasping or eclipsing of Sun and Moon83 comes in
association with Ràhu from the earliest times.84
The term graha overall means ‘seizing’85 or seizer & comes in the sense of
powers which hold the fates of men.86 Weber mentions the term to be of Astrological
origin.87 Sun is addressed as a Graha in the sense of seizing in the øat. Brà.(IV.6.5.1.).
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The Bçhadàraõyaka Upaniùad (iii. 2.2-9.) addresses the organs as the grahas
and the corresponding objects as the Atigrahas and with graha meaning seize Keith88
points out the possibility of the soul fettered by the organs and their activity thus
adding a philosophical meaning to the term.
Through the horoscopy or Jàtaka branch planets are also connected to the past
actions (actions done in previous lives) of men.89 Thereby attributing the cause of
rebirth and overall life to the past actions of men and not to the planets.
f. Brahman and âtman
Brahman and âtman are the most abstract of the light forms in the literature.
Brahman is of the nature of light and is explained in the Upaniùads as the immortal
cosmic light principle or cosmic fire.90 Thereby Brahman is expressed as the light of
lights and thus the source of light in the universe.
Being an abstract light form various representations expressing the light nature
of Brahman are sought for in the literature. Whereas Brahman (n) is the first principle,
Brahman (m) also equated with Hiraõyagarbha is expressed as the first born of
creation91 and the former being the soul of the universe the latter is its body.
Hiraõyagarbha is one of the twenty one names of Brahmà or Brahman.92 He is
addressed as the golden womb or golden egg from which the world originated93 and is
stated as one who ascribes names, actions and states to the created beings.94
Prajàpati appears as a representation of Brahman. Prajàpati the abstract creator
god is also addressed as Hiraõyagarbha in RV.X. 121.1. The three lights Agni, Vàyu
and âditya are produced from the three worlds created by Prajàpati. Identification of
Prajàpati with the year and thereby with time or the timed form of Brahman and
arranging actions on its parts is a development which the Bràhmaõas inflate, prior to
the Upaniùads which also endeavoured on the timeless form of Brahman.
More materially is Brahman identified with the physical Sun.95 In this sense
Brahman is the Sun of the universe and the material Sun is explained as the
phenomenal form of Brahman. Since Brahman being inherent in the Sun as the first
principle,the Chàndogya Upaniùad. (III. 19.1.) makes Sun as an object to be
worshipped as Brahman.
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Whereas the cosmic Brahman is fire or cosmic fire (jyotis),96 âtman or the fire
which composes the self of the individual is metaphorically represented by the power
of thought.97 Both âtman and Brahman are compared to smokeless flame or fire
whose fuel is consumed. (øvetà. Up.VI. 19., Mai. Up.VI.34). Representation of Sårya
or Sun as the self of that which stands and moves also occur in the early literature.98
g. Regions of light
The Puruùasåkta addresses the three divisions of the cosmos, Dyaus, Antarikùa
and Pçthvi.99 These regions pertain to brightness and are addressed as the three
Dyaus.100 More localized is Heaven as a region of eternal light. (RV.IX. 113. 7-9). It
is expressed as the highest luminous world. (AV. IV. 34.2)
h. Path of light
Chàndogya Upaniùad IV. 15.5 describes devayàna (way of the gods), the path
of light which leads the souls of the dead.
iv. Classification of Jyotiþ÷àstra
Jyotiþ÷àstra is divided into three Skandhas (branches) I) Gaõita or Siddhànta
II) Sa§hità or øàkhà and III) Horà or Jàtaka.101
I) Gaõita
Gaõita branch deals with the study of movements of heavenly bodies by
means of calculations.102 The development of this branch of Jyotiþ÷àstra is divided
chiefly in two phases A) the Veda and Vedàïga Period and B) the Siddhànta Period.
The later or the third phase is the period of the Karaõa texts.
A) Gaõita of the Veda and the Vedàïga Period
The Veda and the Vedàïga Period extends from the oldest of the Sa§hitàs up
to the Smçtis and the Epics.103
a. Units of time
Gaõita of the Veda and the Vedàïga Period is primarily a record of the natural
divisions of time based on the motion of the Sun and the Moon. ètus (seasons), a
natural division of time and on which depended the extent of the Vedic year, were
discovered to be five or six. (Mai, Sa§. I. 7.3, AV VI. 55.2). Vasanta is the first of the
ètus104 and marks the beginning of the year a ètu being a solar division of time, the
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year is naturally solar with 12 months, 360 days or of 720 days and nights together.105
The six seasons were distributed amongst the twelve months.106
The apparent motion of the Sun observed for six months each in the Northern
and the Southern parts of the hemisphere was recorded107 and a day named Viùuva
which marked a day and night of equal length which was placed in the middle of the
sacrificial year was already discovered in the Bràhmaõa period.108
The culture followed a lunisolar calendar and the lunar months occurring in
one solar year were observed. They being twelve in number is mentioned in RV. I.
25.8 and were preferably counted on the basis of Full Moons (Tai. Sa§.VII.5.6). An
additional thirteenth intercalary month also finds mention. (Tai. Sa§.IV 6.7.1-2,
Kauù. Brà. 19.2). Tithi, a lunar measurer of time specifying a day and night
characterized by the daily rising and setting of Moon is recoginsed.109
The division of a day depended on the Sun and was either from Sunrise to
Sunset or from one Sunrise to the next one including a day and a night together
termed as an Ahoràtra. Such broad divisions of a day as 2, 3 or 5 parts occur in the
literature and division of a day (and night) in 30 parts is also mentioned.110
Atharvaveda (9.6.46) records the sandhi (joints) of the divisions of the day. A small
division of time termed as Abhijit characterized by an (almost) still shadow which
constituted the eighth Muhårta of the day was found out.111 Certain minute divisions
of time are recorded in the Vedàïga literature.112 Similarly calculations of long time
spans such as Yuga,113 Kalpa and Manvantara also occur which are employed to
specify the comparative time differences between gods and men.
A Sa§vatsara (year) of man is equalled to a day of the gods.114 Sahastra (one
thousand) Yuga are equalled to a single day of Brahmadeva (Nirukta 14.4). Later in
the Puràõa literature the fourteen Manvantaras together constitute a Kalpa which
makes one day of Brahmà115 Manusmçti (I. 68-86) provided an elaborate pattern of
Yuga which was followed by the later Jyotiùa texts.
These calculated year reckonings were practically employed to express
important events. âryabhañña in âryabhaññavarõam refers to the commencement of
Mahàbhàrata war at the end of the Dvàpàra Yuga. Also the characteristics of different
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Yugas and the events occurring in them are expressed in Manusmçti and Puràõa
literature.
b. Study of motions of Sun and Moon
The Kàlaj¤ana or the Knowledge of Time in the Veda and the Vedàïgà period
was chiefly dependent on the motion and positions of the Sun and the Moon, their
positions in the various quarters of the sky and with each other with reference to the
Nakùatras. These were essential for the purpose of calendars related to sacrificial
activities116 especially for the Dar÷apåraïamàseùñi to be performed on the

parvasandhis (joints) of the New Moon and the Full Moon. The mean longitude of the
Sun and the Moon were studied to calculate these parvasandhis. Study of Planetary
phenomenon other than Sun and Moon is absent up to and in Vedaïga Jyotiùa,117 the
oldest extant text on Gaõita.
The positions of Sun and Moon were marked with reference to the Nakùatras
which in relation with the Gaõita branch of Jyotiþ÷àstra appear as twenty seven equal
divisions of the ecliptic or as measurement of arcs on the ecliptic of 13020' each118
beginning with the Vernal Equinox.
c. Ayana and Sa§pàta
Ayana (solstices) and Sa§pàta (equinoxes) are certain surface markings in the
sky naturally created due to the motion of the Sun and the Moon and which were
recorded with reference to the Nakùatras and the fixed stars in this phase of the
literature.119
i. Ayana (Solstice)
An Ayana120 (Solstice) marks the initial point of the apparent course of the Sun
in the Northern and Southern hemisphere. Vedàïga Jyotiùa records the initial point of
the Northern progress of Sun (located with moon) in øraviùñhà (Dhaniùñhà) and the
beginning of the Southern progress in the mid of â÷reùà.121
ii) Sa§pàta (Equinox)
The Sa§pàta or Equinox is an Astronomical point which marks the junction
(or is an intersection) of the Ecliptic and the Equator. Factually this occurs twice in an
year. The Astronomical sense occurs late in the literature and denotes the point of
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time when days and nights are equal. The Equinox is termed as Viùuvat and Kaye
renders it as ‘a point of equal separation.’122 The Aitareya Bràhmaõa123 records a day
named ‘Viùuvat’ which marked a day and night of equal length and was connected
with the sacrificial activities.
Though the Nakùatras come in an astronomical set up and expressly mark the
Ayana, the Nakùatra list which begins with Kçttikà in the Vedàïga Jyotiùa occurs in
accordance with their deities124 thereby showing a marked connection of Gaõita with
Dharma÷àstra.
Peculiarities
Vedàïga Jyotiùa a text on Gaõita exists as the first extant one of this period
sought especially for sacrifices to be carried on the parvasandhis.125 The study of

parvans advanced in the Veda and the Vedàïga period to the extent that refined
observations as eclipses occurred at the end part of the parvan was acknowledged in
this period.
The Såryapraj¤apti a contemporary and later text which displays a similar
astronomical pattern to Vedàõga Jyotiùa furnishes the concept of Mount Meru, placed
at the centre of the Earth which obstructs the light of the heavenly bodies moving
parallel to the surface of the Earth. It offers that centre’s of the orbits of heavenly
bodies are at the Meru and that Sun revolves round mount Meru at the same height
(from the plane of Earth) but at different distances from Meru. These and such
calculations based on a centralized Meru reveals that Gaõita (calculations) of the
Veda and the Vedàïga period rests on an ideological quarter rather than an actual one.
This notion of Meru appears in a generalized form in the Puràõa literature
which make Meru as a dwelling place of the gods.126 Even Bçhat Sa§hità XXIV.2.
mentions the grove of Mount Meru, as the abode of the Devas for which were
displayed the laws of the Rohiõi Yoga by Nàrada to Bçhaspati and later by the
astrological teachers to their disciples.
Post-Greek Astronomers like âryabhañña and Brahmagupta also comment on
mount Meru. âryabhañña mentions that Meru had no absolute height. Such reference
retained the character of Jyotiùagaõita even after the advent of the Greek additions as
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pursuing the conventional idea of calculations of a region or a cosmic point which
was perhaps without an astronomical base and which followed or was secondary to
answer or implement an idea rooted in another quarter of the culture.
After the Veda and the Vedàïga period there is a dark age in the development
of Jyotiþ÷àstra inclusive of the Gaõita branch in which lie works like Artha÷àstra
(2.20) and øàrdålakarõàvadàna (Divyàvadàna 33) which display Gaõita similar to the
Vedàïga Jyotiùa but these are not exclusively based on Gaõita.
A striking feature of the Gaõita up to this period is that it, calculate the mean
longitudes of the Sun and Moon with reference to the Nakùatras and there is an
absence of mention of planets and the zodiacal signs. Also if Vedàïga Jyotiùa is a
text on Gaõita it is chiefly a text on Jyotiùa in both senses as a representation on the
earlier form of Jyotiùa as well as of its purpose. It can be termed as a pioneer of the
later Siddhàntas and can be termed as the first of Siddhàntas being the only one on
Gaõita in the known history of the Veda and the Vedàïga period. Yet it starkly differs
from the Siddhàntas as they neither carry the form nor the purpose of Jyotiùa in its
complete and true sense.
The phase between the two main astronomical periods, the Veda and the
Vedàïga period and the Siddhànta period can be perhaps in this sense termed as a
dark age in which there is no clear evidence which reveals the collapse of the facade
of Jyotiùa Gaõita of the prior period and the emergence of the latter one.
A. Period of the Siddhàntas
The advent of the Siddhàntas bifurcate the Gaõita branch of Jyotiþ÷àstra into
pre-scientific and scientific period.127 Gaõita branch is also termed as the Siddhànta
branch. Siddhàntas chiefly dealt with the study of planetary phenomenon. The study
rest on independent Indian observations and refute any supposed Greek influence.128
a. Characteristics of a Siddhànta
Siddhàntas deal with topics related to physical Astronomy, with the
calculations related to the mean and true longitudes of Planets and the difference
between them at a certain point of time.129Bhaskaràcàrya130 characterizes a Siddhànta
specifying that Siddhànta must deal with enumerations of the units of time from truñi
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to the end of the pralaya. Thereby Siddhànta and Tantra deal with planetary
calculations, cosmogony and calculations of units of time.
Siddhàntas work on planetary calculations beginning from a Kalpa, the Tantra
texts calculate from a Mahàyuga and Karaõa131 texts on the mean motions of planets
in a given epoch close to the date of their composition.
b. Schools of Siddhàntas
The Siddhànta works differed amongst themselves in calculation related to the
length of the year and the calculation related to the motion of planets in a Kalpa or a
Mahàyuga. This difference gave rise to three main schools of Astronomy, the Saurya,
the ârya and the Brahma.132
The features which differentiated one school (Pakùa) from another were the
choice of subdivisions of the Kalpa and the number of rotations of each of the planets
within the Kalpa or the Mahàyuga.
c. The Peculiarities of the Siddhàntas
The Paitàmaha Siddhànta133 is later and closer to Vedàïga Jyotiùa134 where as
the Vasiùñha Siddhànta in PS (Pa¤casiddhàntikà) mentions the concept of lagna
somewhat similar to the present one135 Sårya Siddhànña in the PS is the most clear of
the five (4th âryà) and Romaka which is the latest of the PS matches in year length
with Hipparchus136 and does not mention the pattern of Yuga.137
âryabhañãya or âryasiddhànta is the oldest of the Pauruùa Siddhàntas and the
most independent one. It includes both Astronomy as well as Mathematics.
âryasiddhànta refers to the diurnal rotation as a rotation of the Earth (in the first part
named Da÷agãtikà. 3 and also in Golapàda 9 and 10). The concept of motion to the
Earth was an innovation in comparison to the traditional ideas of Earth believed to be
a fixed sphere placed at the centre of the universe around which the whole world
including the heavenly bodies revolved.
Siddhàntas deal with calculations of Ahargaõa (the number of days lapsed
since cpoch), it also includes the calculations of the number of years, the intercalary
months and also the tithis (omitted) in a Yuga. The Romaka138 specifies the method of
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calculating an Ahargaõa. Pauliùa almost matches with Romaka in Ahargaõa
(Pa¤casiddhàntikà I. 10)
The motion of the planets was determined in relation with the Nakùatras which
move faster than the planets. Thereby the planets appear to move from west to East.
Jyotiþ÷àstra deals with this Eastward motion of planets which is in a relative scale
with reference to the Nakùatras. The Sårya Siddhànta139 comments on this relatively
lacking behind and thus eastward daily motion of planets.
The Siddhàntas also talk about the cause of the motion of planets and
Nakùatras due to a wind named Pravaha140
The Siddhànñas also work on the pole star Dhruva and its distance from
various places on earth.
In the initial stage of the Siddhàntas, Gaõita appears in an intermingled form
with Astrology141 which later bifurcated on an advancement in the Gaõita branch and
Astrology came to be a topic dealt with the other two branches.
II) Sa§hità
Sa§hità is the term coined to the compilation of all the three branches of
Jyotiþ÷àstra.142 The third branch other than Gaõita and Jàtaka is also named as
Sa§hità or øàkhà. Sa§hità is the elder branch of the three. The branching already
existed at the time of Garga who is placed later than the Vedàïga period at the end of
which Gaõita and Hora were emerging as independent branches from the principle
bulk of Sa§hità.
Sa§hità as a branch is primarily a record of movements or actions in nature
and their effects on man and cosmos.143 Sa§hità is divided in two sections A) øakuna
or Divinations and B) Muhårta or science of proper times for acts.
A) øakuna
øakuna very initially were signs or spontaneous expressions of nature
interpreted to understand future. Later a systematic study evolved creating a separate
section which dealt with the interpretation of the actions of cosmic beings and the
underlying phenomenon to view human as well as cosmic future. The texts displaying
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this study of divinations are termed as Sa§hitàs, most of which depend on the Garga
Sa§hità.144
øakuna is technically defined as ‘a means of arriving at a definite knowledge
about auspicious or inauspicious consequences.’ 145
The term already appears in the early ègveda146 in connection with the
appearance of a bird147 and gradually in the literature with prognostications related to
all sorts of birds and animals,148 Aïgavidyà149 (body signs or throbbing of body parts),
dreams150, in connection with sacrifices,151 natural phenomenon,152 Yàtra (journey)153
and many more topics. The extent and importance of the øakuna branch in the
literature can be estimated by a declaration in a Jaina text on omens named Aïgavijjà
which categorises ‘every perceptible object in the world as an ominous entity’.154
1. Synonyms for øakuna
øakuna in the sense of prognostications has other synonyms such as a)
‘Adbhuta’, b) ‘Utpàta’ or c) ‘Nimitta’ in the literature.
a) Adbhuta
Adbhuta mean ‘wonderful’ or ‘supernatural’.155 The word occur in the ègveda
in connection with the deities (RV I. 25.11, RV X 105.7) Vçddhagarga defines
adbhuta as that ‘which has not happened before’ or ‘a complete turnover of that which
has happened before’.156 Up to the period of Nirukta I. 5 the term Adbhuta include the
sense of future. The Adbhuta÷ànti of Atharvavedapari÷iùña connects the term with the
seven deities157 and the phenomena with the three regions.
b) Utpàta
Utpàta is a ‘portent’ or ‘portentous’ or ‘unusual phenomenon’. It has the sense
of ‘flying up’, ‘springing up’ or ‘rebounding’.158 The word is often used in the
Puràõas and Epics (Vanaparva 155.2-6). Utpàta was generally considered as an
unlucky omen in the literature and indicative of a calamity. The Bçhat Sa§hità159 puts
forward the abrupt nature of Utpàta while defining it as ‘that which is opposite or
contrary to the natural order’. Umtata are classified as of three kinds, Diva (celestial),
ântarikùa (atmospheric) and Bhauma (Terrestrial).160 Divya are connected to the
Nakùatra, eclipse and planets, ântarikùa to the fall of meteors, rainfall, whereas
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Bhauma to earthquakes and water reservoirs. Counteractions to the Utpàta are
provided in Bçhat Sa§hità 45.7.
c) Nimitta
Nimitta is a ‘mark’ or a ‘sign’. It indicates an auspicious as well as an
inauspicious happening and is used in the literature in a restricted meaning as
throbbing of body parts161 (Matsya Puraõa chap. 241) and also in a wider sense (Gità
I. 31). Aïgavijjà mentions various kinds of Nimitta as Aïga, Svapna, Lakùaõa,
Bhauma, Antarikùa.
Nimitta carries an other sense in the literature. Nimitta means a ‘cause’ or a
‘reason’, cause in the sense of an ‘instrumental’ or an ‘efficient’ cause.162 In this
sense, the term leaves behind the simple sense of being on omen, a mark or a sign of
interpreting future. Instead along with being a means to perceive future the term also
carries an additional sense of being a ‘motive’ to serve ‘some definite purpose’. It
becomes a voluntarily searched instrumental cause either to look into the future or to
perform a (prescribed) act or both.
Voluntary means (of divinations) were employed by many ancient cultures to
look into the future.163 In the Gobhila Gçhyasåtra IV. 8.15, through the means of
brightness and smoke of fire, wealth and luck is estimated. Ramala (Geomancy)
introduced from Persian sources and Pra÷na (Interrogations) answered from an
horoscope are the later development of voluntary divinations. Prior to these, the
Nakùatras occupied by the moon were studied to determine the prognostications
related to the earthquakes (øàrdulakarnàvadana). Nakùatras were associated with good
and bad portents, thereby kindling of sacrificial fire was prescribed only on certain
Nakùatras.
Kàla as a Nimitta
The above instances especially, divinations related to the heavenly bodies on
account of their regularity were connected to specific time limits as well. Such
literature related to Jyotiþ÷àstra connecting divination to specific times exist in the
culture. A class of Sa§hitàs which can be placed as intermediate texts combining the
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Omens and Muhårtas were composed.164 These texts gave an added meaning to
Muhårtas as voluntarily searched auspicious divinations.
Already in the âraõyakas definite time is introduced for evil portents to bring
off their results.165 Prophecies of an extensive time unit as Yuga also occurs in the
Yuga Puràõa166. The Sa§hità branch though an extensive one worked on the
systematic study of time prior to the development of the Gaõita branch through the
study of heavenly bodies in the form of Nakùatras and connecting the time and the
act through cosmic means thereby making Kàla as a Nimitta or a cause to perform
actions.
2. The cause of øakuna
In an effort to find the cause of omens, the culture related øakunas to the past
actions of men. Varàha mentions øakunas as the fruition of past actions of man which
manifest on a journey.167 Utpàtas, a form of øakuna are the impacts of the wrong
doings of men. The dissatisfaction of the gods related to the conduct of the mortals
resulted in earthquakes according to the commentary on the Bçhat Sa§hità (chap.31)
citing Vçddhagarga.
B. Muhårta
The counterpart of Sa§hità branch of Jyotiþ÷àstra which is exclusively based
on time is Muhårta. The term ‘Muhårta’ comes in the senses of ‘short time’,
‘particular division of time’ viz. two ghañikàs, and ‘proper time for performing an
auspicious act.’168 The definition of Muhårta occurs in a third sense in Muhårta
dar÷ana.169
Muhårtas as particular divisions of time were named170 and later on were
alloted deities171 Actions were arranged on them172 along with combinations of proper
Tithi, Nakùatra and Karaõa, out of which Muhårta was primarily important for
success.173
The concept of Muhårta already occurs in the early ègveda174 which combines
an auspicious day with an act ensuring prosperity. Gradually with the study of various
time units deemed to be asuspicious or inauspicious, Muhårta÷àstra was composed
combining the Tithis Months, Nakùañras and such factors prescribed for the
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Kàlavidhàna÷àstra displays itself in the Muhårta section of Sa§hità branch which
works for proper times right from sacrifices, to propitiatory rites, for the performance
of various individual actions and in later times for Sa§skàras.
The requisite of Moon in connection with a particular Nakùatra or a particular
Rà÷i (zodiacal sign) forms the base of Muhårta÷àstra which connects moment to the
motion of Moon for the performance of most actions.
The Muhårta Skandha is important in the sense that due to its utility retained
the existence and growth of Jyotiþ÷àstra in the culture. After c. 700 AD Muhårta
became the third branch of Jyotiþ÷àstra apart from Gaõita and Horà. øakuna and
Muhårta were equally important at the time of Varàha. Though later from ørãpati
onwards the importance of øakuna declined and Muhårta (1035 AD) became
prominent.175
The Sa§hità branch chiefly dwelt with the study of characteristics of cosmos
and the study of time through øakuna and Muhårta Skandha and unfortunately very
few or almost negligible new inventions were introduced in the Sa§hità branch of
Jyotiþ÷àstra later to Varàha.176
III) Horà
Horà branch of Jyotiþ÷àstra developed later to the Vedàïga period and with
the additions of Greek elements. Horà chiefly works to forecast the life of an
individual177 Horà can be termed as a technique of voluntary divination by means of
astronomical calculation of the birth point. In this sense horà is a combination of
Sa§hità and Gaõita.
Meaning of term Horà
Horà means ‘lagna’178or ‘half a ra÷i’ (Bçhajjàtaka I. 9.) in its technical
meaning. In simple terms horà is an ‘hour’, ‘mark’ or ‘line’.179
Horà branch has a claim of a foreign origin. ‘Horos’ is a Greek term meaning
boundary. It was received by the Greeks from Babylonian sources.180 It flourished in
Hellenistic Egypt in 2nd c. B.C. and with Greek elements was introduced to India in
2nd. C.A.D.181
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Indian Development
Horà gelled with the Jàtaka branch which earlier existed in the culture and
which predicted the life of an individual with the aid of Nakùatras. Sàràvali (II.4)
mentions Horà ‘as a technical term for Jàtaka. ’182 Horà also has other two subsections, Yàtra (prognostications on starting a journey or a king’s invasion) and
Vivàha (match making from horoscopy for the bride and the groom).183 Garga
acknowledges the influence of Yavanas on this branch.184
The seed of Jàtaka branch existed at the end of the Vedàïga period. Jàtaka
texts find mention atleast 800 years prior to Varàha.185
Earlier the Atharvaveda VI. 110.2-3 gives impending happenings of the life of
a native by aid of the Nakùatra of birth. The Jàtaka system existing in the Atharvaõa
Jyotiùa which furnishes a pattern of the Nakùatras unlike the present form of
Horoscopy is not only predictive but came with a practical purpose in which actions
were arranged on the nine sets of Nakùatras three each in a set.
The later horoscopy relates the houses in a horoscope with the body parts of
Kàlapuruùa identified with the twelve rà÷is (Bçhajjàtaka. I.4). Aïga in Aïgaviniccaya
(Bç. Sa§ I. 9) is body and denotes the sign just rising. The other term for the houses is

Bhàva and Bhàva denotes ‘birth and growth’186 or ‘being and becoming’.
The term Horà according to the Indian counterpart is derived from the term
‘Ahoràtra’ by dropping of 'A' and 'Ì', the first and the last syllable of the term.187
Elsewhere the term Ahoràtra is employed to the thirty Muhårtas of the day and night
together and the meanings of the term Horà does not agree in the sense of an hour188
The Jàtaka system in addition also include certain rectificatory measures along
with predictions of life from the Nakùatra at birth.189
A Synonym for Daiva
The most distinguishing feature of the Horà branch of Jyotiþ÷àstra in
comparison to its western counterpart is that it is ‘a synonym for consideration of
Daiva’.190 Horoscopy in its present form connected to the reading of Daiva or past
actions has an exclusively Indian geneology.191
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The Bçhajjàtaka192 mentions that Horà÷àstra manifests the fruits of actions
done in previous lives. These past actions were perhaps believed to create certain
characteristics in human which could supposedly be known by the Moon placed in the
Nakùatra at birth. Moon later was also connected through the Bhàva and Rà÷i system
of Horà branch to the Rà÷i at birth and the Da÷à system by Pçthuyasha supposedly
reveal the period of fruition of past actions in the present life of the individuals.
Also the Human body displays certain characteristics which are in accordance
with the lagna and the planetary placements in the sky which can thus be an aid to
predict about future.193
Other means of Jàtaka
Jàtaka branch includes other means then a horoscope194 to look into the future.
The Nàóãgrantha and Ramala are a few of them. other means of Jàtaka branch.
v. The Extended Areas of Jyotiþ÷àstra
The classification reveals the extensive compass of Jyotiþ÷àstra in the
literature and the Jàtaka and the Sa§hità branch exerted a vast influence especially on
the Dharma÷àstra.
Though the traditional classification limits itself to three branches of
Jyotiþ÷àstra, many branches of Jyotiþ÷àstra might have independently existed and
perhaps were in operation at some point of time in the culture which either gelled with
the present classification or lost their connecting links with Jyotiþ÷àstra and flourished
separately.
Prominent of these is Nakùatravidyà which existed as a separate branch of
study mentioned in the Chàndogya Upaniùad (VII. 1.2, 7.1.). Manusmçti VI. 50.,
along with Nakùatravidyà enumerates Aïgavidyà, Utpàta, and Nimitta as well which
presently form a part of the Sa§hità branch.
Amongst the ones which chipped of their links with Jyotiþ÷àstra are the
øulbasåtras which provided rules related to geometry for the construction of the fire
altars.195 Even Mathematics which intermingled with Astronomy and Astrology
severed connections with Jyotiþ÷àstra and presently exists as an independent
subject.196 One more is Vedànta÷àstra, a combination of which with Jyotiþ÷àstra
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occurs in a remnant form in few passages of the Bràhmaõas.197 Perhaps independent
treatises related to these existed in the culture in the earlier times.
Persons specialized in various areas of Jyotiþ÷àstra existed in the culture.
Reference to Gaõaka and Nakùatradar÷a occur very early in the literature.198 In the
Såtra period, information related to (the precise time of) the parvan (New Moon and
Full Moon) was to be gathered from those who knew it.199 The Gautama Dharmasåtra
XI. 15-16, refers to X¡dmoËnmV{MÝVH$ whose advice was to be followed for the welfare of the
king and the country. Even Artha÷àstra (I.9.) advices a king to appoint a priest who
has studied Daiva, Nimitta along with the Vedas, the Vedàïgas and other subjects.
The above instances show that Jyotiþ÷àstra held a respectable position and was
quiet established in the routine life of the culture though it perhaps carried some
restricted quarters. An excessive reliance on the portents of stars was prohibited and
Kauñilya considered the desire to search any auspicious Tithi and Nakùatra as an
obstacle.200 Also earning of livelihood by practicing of Nakùatravidyà, Utpàta,
Aïgavidyà and such branches of Jyotiþ÷àstra is repeatedly condemned in the literature
especially in the Dharma÷àstra texts201 which excessively rely on the Sa§hità and the
Jàtaka branch. Yet the above branches show inclusion in the later systematized
classification of Jyotiþ÷àstra and there by were considerable from other angles
perhaps serving some higher purpose.
Also maintaining oneself by the practice of Astrology though blamed yet the
mere study of Nakùatravidyà, Daiva, Utpàtas was allowed by the culture. Such
reference show that Jyotiþ÷àstra was highly valued and perhaps also involved some
unexposed quarters and goals which do not surface or stand out in the present facade
of Jyotiþ÷àstra.
vi. Prime Purposes of Cultivation of Jyotiþ÷àstra
I Curiosity about future
Vedic civilization as most other ancient cultures used øakuna as a means to
know about human and cosmic future as also the later development of Jàtaka branch
to view the future of an individual. The curiosity about future can be said to be the
primary motive of the overall development of Jyotiþ÷àstra of past and present.
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II Performance of Sacrifices
The chief purpose of cultivation of Jyotiþ÷àstra at least in the Vedic times is
calculation of proper times for sacrifices which were arranged on the orderly
succession of times and were a means to attain long life, heaven and such desired and
prescribed forms of future.
III Muhårtas
The requirement of Muhårtas or auspicious times for the performance of
actions was a basic necessity in the culture and perhaps being the prime purpose of
the culture, the sole reason that Jyotiþ÷àstra retained its identify in the various
developmental phases of the culture. The initial purpose of Muhårtas for fixing the
proper times for sacrifices by recording the positions of the Sun and the Moon with
reference to Ayanas and Nakùatras later shifted to fix the time fit for the performance
of Sa§skàra. Muhårta were also sought for the performance of rectificatory rites.
Also Muhårtas for the performance of daily activities were framed by texts like
âtharvaõa Jyotiùa (2.1-11, 3.1-6.).
IV Astronomy as an independent development
The study of Astronomy proper, initially which was secondary to the
sacrifices is a later development in the Siddhànta period. It developed to study the
positions of Planets and their motions independently revealing the later development
of Gaõita branch as chiefly for pure astronomical matters.
V Horoscopy
The casting of Horoscopes and their reading thereby to infer future became a
common practice after the advent of the Greeks and is prevalent till date. Also the
angle of Daiva attached to it called for rectifications related to the afflicted Nakùatras
of birth and such matters retained the easy survival of Muhårtas
VI Pa¤càïgas for Dharma÷àstra purpose
Pa¤càïgas and such ready reckoners prepared from Mi÷rakas and other
sources can also be attribuited the sustenance of Jyotiþ÷àstra which chiefly serve the
purpose of Dharma÷àstra.
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vii. The Place of Jyotiùa in the Literature.
In the initial stage Jyotiùa appears in a scattered form in the literature. Later in
the Såtra period Jyotiùa occurs as a separate branch of study along with few others.
Jyotiùa as a vedàïga
Jyotiùa in the literature attained the position of a limb of the Veda. It comes as
one of the Vedàïgas, the treatises which deal with the subsidiary studies of the Veda.
Amongst the six Vedàïgas,202 Jyotiùa and Kalpa constitute the studies essential
for proper sacrificial employment of the Vedas. Jyotiùa thus comes from the very
beginning with a purely practical purpose of conveying the knowledge of the
heavenly bodies essential for fixing of proper times for sacrifices. The earliest text on
Jyotiùa, the Vedàïga Jyotiùa does not profess to be a treatise on Astronomy instead it
supplies the information of Astronomy essential to fulfill the practical aim of the
culture of the Veda. To study the practical aim of the Veda fulfilled by the Jyotiùa as a
Vedàïga,the Bràhmaõas and the Såtras were to be looked into. 203
The quality: As a Cakùu of the Veda
Amongst the limbs Jyotiùa is termed as the cakùu (eye) of the Veda.204 Cakùu
is evidently connected with the quality of Perception and Perception in relation with
Jyotiùa in the literature in its very fundamental form is the Perception or vision of the
future of man.
The ideology related to future in Veda has a comprehensive compass and
extends from simple ideas related to next life and heaven up to a definite explanation
of the ultimate form of future prescribed by the culture. Thereby future in Veda
appears in two forms, one as a part of time and the other beyond time. Jyotiùa is
labeled as Kàlavidhàn÷àstra and though the Muõóakopaniùad (I. 1.4-5) labels Jyotiùa
as one of the aparà vidyàs (science connected to inferior exoteric knowledge.), yet
with this concept of the ‘time’ and the ‘timeless form’, Jyotiùa known as an aparà
science perhaps also subserves as a bridge to the parà world connected with the
superior exoteric knowledge. With such an interpretation Jyotiùa labeled as a Cakùu of
the Veda along with the vision of future provided on the physical perceptive basis of
the units of time formed by the days, nights and years also connects itself to
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perception in the sense of insight about the ultimate form of human termed as
‘Release’.
The post-Vedic development of Jyotiùa as a cakùu provided by the culture for
a vision of the past actions is chiefly through the Jàtaka branch. Such a backward
glance into the past of human from a certain point of time can be said to be a
purposeful one on part of the Jãva heading towards an ultimate goal prescribed by the
Veda to get an idea about the past actions amongst the cycle of rebirths and their
inevitable outcome.
The concept of rebirths of man reflects in a broader sense in the idea of
creation and recreation of the universe adding an extensive angle to Jyotiùa as a Cakùu
building up the theories of Kalpa, Yuga and Manvantaras.
3. The practical utility : As a Vedàïga
The practical utility of Jyotiùa in the culture of the Veda is inevitable and
reflects from the very beginning. Providing times for the performance of ritual works
for a certain future render Gaõita as a secondary development. Jyotiùa shows a
primordial emergence from the Astrological quarter,205calculations thereby seem to be
a requirement of astrology. The idea of proper times for sacrifices itself comes from a
conceptualized quarter related to the ideas about future and efforts to attain such an
accuracy as to acquire such a future was the basic intention behind the calculation of
times. This appears to be the base of Jyotiùagaõita in the initial stages in contrast to
the later development of the Siddhàntas which worked for Astronomy proper.
The practical utility of Jyotiùa in the Veda displayed in the system of the
Nakùatras and their order clearly deemed to be ritualistic or astrological and not
astronomical.206 Though Colebrooke hints to a common quarter of origin of the prior
developed Astrology and the later Astronomy erupted there from.207
Thereby Jyotiùa in its practical utility is instrumental to the body of the Veda
and as a functional unit of the working body of the Veda provide a vision of human as
well as cosmic future equally providing proper times for performance of actions for
the formulation of a specific future.
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3. Concept of Karman
Karman designates action and carries a comprehensive character in the
literature.
i. Derivation of the term
The term Karman (n) is derived from the √ kç which means to do, make,
perform, accomplish, cause, effect, prepare.208 In compounds it becomes Karma.
ii. Meaning of the term
Karman or Karma chiefly means action (kriyà), work (kàrya), deed (kçtya).209
In its phase wise development in the literature, it comes in the sense of a religious rite,
duty, moral duty, fate and such meanings all in accordance with the changeable
connotations of action.
iii. Origin in the Literature
The term occurs in the ègveda in the sense of ‘doing’.210 It also appears as a
‘good deed’ (sukçta).211
iv. Developmental Nature
In the ègveda, the word Karman is often an expression of the ‘brave deeds’ of
deities.212 It also comes as ‘religious works’ in the form of ‘sacrifices’ or ‘offering of
gifts’.213 In the Sa§hitàs, Karman generally meant action and also carried a specific
meaning of ‘action according to Vedic injunction’. Performance of meritorious
sacrificial work214 was the nature of Karma in this period.
The Vedic sacrifice itself was termed as Karma in the Bràhmaõas which lay a
pre-eminence on yaj¤akarma.215 The acts or religious rites in this period were
generally performed in hope of future recompenses such as long life, wealth, heroic
sons, heaven and immortality and the term Karma came with an underlying sense as
an unseen merit fructifying in future for acts or prescribed acts performed in present.
These actions explicitly differed from the later development of Karman in the
Upaniùadic thought where karma while retaining its prior meaning as ritual actions,
also meant knowledge (Vidyà) regarding speculations of the soul. Karman as
religious rites and as knowledge (Vidyà) appears to be distinguished already in the
øatapatha Bràhmaõa X. 4.3.4-10. Later the Bçhadàraõyaka Upaniùad while praising
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Vidyà as Karman specify the differentiation between these actions in terms of their
fruits.216
Karman as Vidyà resulted in extension of the concept to the mental and moral
sphere. The fire offering sacrifices were declared to be producing ephemeral and
thereby perishable results.217The expression of action changed from mechanically
potential fruit bearing ritual acts to ethically retributive ones which were explanatory
to the sufferings and inequality in the world. Ethical nature of Karman also oriented
the sense of Karman chiefly to human deeds. The nature of the moral act performed
came to be considered as a decisive factor for the future becoming of man.218 Also
Karma as a binding force extended its sphere to the successive existences of man
operating as fate.
The belief in continuation of existence after bodily death in different forms
and planes prevailed in the culture. The idea of being born once again after death is
expressed in øat Brà. XI. 2.1.1. Meritorious actions were performed for deliverance
from Punarmçytu (øat. Brà. II. 3.3.7) or conquering of Punarmçytu (øat. Brà. X.
1.4.14). The soul was supposed to follow the iùtàpårta after death of the body.219
With rebirth (Punarjanma) fixed as a consequence of actions, the concept of
Punarmçtyu of the Bràhmaõas disappeared in the background. The utility of the
elementary iùtàpårta was denounced by the Upaniùads as well.220
Vidyà (karma as ritual knowledge) came to be condemned in the later stages
as leading to darkness221 considering Karma in this sense as a bond release from
which was sought for. The attainment of Brahman or Brahman world which was
beyond good and evil actions became the final goal to be reached by man.222 The basic
meaning of Karma as action subsided at this point and Karma acquired an obscure
sense of non-action.
Post-Vedic the doctrine of Karma developed in a composite form. The
Vedàïgas advocated prescribed actions. The ritualistic nature of Karma as yaj¤a

Karma conducive to happiness by performance of the principle sacrifices was retained
in the systems. Karma and Sa§sàra were the general consideration of Dharma÷àstra
(Manusmçti 12.1-82) and also the ultimate retribution for actions (Manusmçti 12.1).
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Whereas the Epics followed the Philosophy of the Upaniùadic preaching’s of the
becoming of human according to his deeds (Bç. Up. 4.4.5) and ponder on Daiva and
human effort, the Puràõa literature retain the Vedic attitude of performance of
øràddha and such rituals to achieve rebirth.
The concept of transfer of merit or demerit223 appears to be deeply rooted in
the tradition. Karma is transactional amongst individuals224 and also among the
individual and his generations225 though this is the general acceptance in the nonphilosophical context and systems like Yoga and Advaita Vedànta deny any transfer
of Karma amongst persons and express it as an individual process.
Moral Karma as primarily mental in is nature and that the intention behind the
act than the actual act resulted in puõya (merit) and pàpa (demerit) was propounded
by Aïguttaranikàya Text iii, LX111.11. Whereas the material nature of Karma with
the property of downward gravity (adhogurutva)226or Karma as a product of Prakçti or
primordial matter and not Puruùa was also discovered.
Karma came to be considered as the cause of all activity amongst the living
beings,227 named as Pradhàna, the originator and source of the material world.228
v. Sources of Karma
In the creation hymns of the RV, the sources from which the cosmic activity
originated are said to be various such as Vi÷wakarman (RV. X. 81.82), Puruùa (RV.
X.90) and also the nameless, Tad-ekam (RV.X.129). Amongst the individual gods,
Savitç defined as the stimulator of everything229 is described as the great stimulator of
life and motion in the world.230 Uùas is said to arose all living beings to motion.231
Påùan is the helper god serving as marking the doings of the whole world (RV. II.
40.5) whereas Varuõa is supposed to be the controller of the laws of nature, he and
Mitra uphold the physical and moral order in nature, both rule over the whole world
(RV.V.63.7). The Atharvaveda232 projects Kàla as the source of creation of the world.
The øvetà÷vatara Upaniùad (VI.11) states that Karma is ordained by god. Cosmic
action as a projection from the absolute Brahman from which all bhåtas spring,
sustain, return to and are absorbed therein is expressed in Taiññirãya Upaniùad.233
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Along with the advent to human orientation of the Karma theory mental
activity came to be regarded as the root of Karma.234 In this context Karma is said to
be born of will or intention,235 desire and action rested on ignorance (avidyà) ,which
became the source of all activity. Priorly Karma evolved from ritualistic actions
(yaj¤akarma), whereas in and later to the Upaniùads, it claimed an ethical origin.
External actions or bàhyakarma came to be defined on account of speech and
body whereas time on the basis of maturation of stored Karmas, came to be
considered as a source of karma.236 Karma is also said to be a product of Prakçti.237
God (ä÷vara) is postulated as the efficient cause (nimittakàraõa) who incites
the dharma and adharma residing in the soul and the elements to activity.238 Since
Karmas are acetana, god is the giver of the fruits of actions (Vedàntasåtra 3.2.38). He
brings about the fruition of past actions (of men) and their distribution according to
vidhi ( law) is distinctly expressed.239
vi. Effects of Karma
1)

Karmavipàka (maturation of karma)
Karma once performed bear fruit.240 This fruition or maturing of karma is

termed as ‘Karmavipàka’ which dealts with the operative part of the doctrine of
Karma. Karmavipàka explained the consequences of Karma as to how and when they
fructify.
Vipàka241 in case of man is in the form of experiencing the results of his
actions after their maturation. The Sa¤cita Karmas or accumulated Karmas in due
course fructify according to their nature resulting in ‘pleasure’ or ‘pain’ which is
experienced by the self. Karma was believed to provide the stimulus for the causation
of happiness as well as unhappiness which were its virtues242
Karma is termed as instrumental to the relationship between puruùa and
Prakçti.243 The nature of adçùña a complex of the previous deeds became a decisive
factor in the future discourse of the individual. Broadly the determination of jàti
(birth), àyuh (the length of life) and bhoga (pleasure and pain) depended on Karma (in
the sense of fruition of past deeds.).244 Thereby present life is considered as a fruit of
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the Karmas of the past life. (Ràmàyaõa 2.47.19). Life span is a result of Karmavipàka
and thereby a sum total of the actions of past lives.
2) Rebirth and transmigration
Rebirth and transmigration became the necessary corollaries to the theory of
Karma as an explanation of the effects of Karma.
Rebirth is postulated as the foremost consequence of Karma as a binding
force. Action produced (good or bad) results and thereby rebirth occurs “by way of a
necessary supplement to the result of actions” or “in order to bring the result of
actions to completion”.245Yàj¤avalkya (3.206-209) makes a mention of the rebirths of
‘mortal sinners’. Caraka believes rebirth as a function of Karma, mentioning
unrighteous actions of past life leading to diseases. (Caraka Sa§hità IV.2.44).246
Thereby physical deformity and mental sufferings are the products of past-karmas and
the shape (body-form) and mind of an individual accord with his past actions.247
Rather the body originates of Karmas as causal to experience them,248 and that the
past-karma of the soul determine the connection of soul with a body at a time as also
create a body fit to experience the consequences of the past-karmas249 an the
fundaments to effectuate past Karmas.
The consequences of sacrificial and other prescribed actions performed in
present life also subject to rebirth to receive their fruits.250 A man who has duly
followed his duties (Dharma), after death and on his ‘return’ experiences the
consequence of his actions.251 Thus the quality of actions determine the quality of
rebirth thereby rebirth occurs in various worlds according to the nature of actions252
and the subtle body (Liïga÷arãra) as a vehicle transmigrates after the death of the
body as a link to a new one for the workings of the unexhausted Karmas is also a
subordinated postulate of the theory.
vii. Classification of Karma
Karma is broadly classified in the literature as Daiva and Puruùakàra. Daiva253
is defined as one’s own Karma, accumulated in the past lives in the cycle of
transmigration and rebirths. Life and death sufferings. pleasure and pain result from
accumulated past actions and are thereby said to be attributes of daiva.254 In this sense
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Daiva carries a ‘passive’ aspect. The efficacy of Karma from this pessimistic view
point as against its effectiveness in case of present human actions is skeptically
mentioned as deva-guhyàni255 (the mysteries of the gods.)
Puruùakàra (self effort) as action in the sense of actively pursued present
human actions is also termed as Karma256 in its very simple sense. The superiority
amongst Daiva and Puruùakàra is enquired (Mbh.13.6.1). They are equated with each
other (Matsyapuràõa 30.12) and also contrasted as regards rebirth257 which depends on
niyati or daiva and is beyond reach of one’s deeds. Yet Puruùakàra in terms of
importance of present actions and their results is rendered superior.258 The Epics
accord ‘the shaping of Daiva through human actions’ as Puruùakàra259 and with
relation to âyurveda, Puruùakàra carried the meaning of therapeutic measures to be
followed to cure diseases which are results of past actions. âtreya mentions life span
dependent on both Daiva and Puruùakàra260 whereas the accomplishment of a deed is
said to be dependent on both Daiva and Puruùàrtha (effort) by Màrkaõdeyapuràõa
XXIII.26 which is reiterated by Agnipuràõa.261
The fruition of action is also dependent on time along with Daiva and
Puruùakàra.262 To this extent the time related classification of Karma on the basis of
their maturation as ‘niyatavipàka’ and ‘aniyatavipàka’ occurs,263as well the Karma
which begins with one’s birth and determines one’s present existence the ‘Pràrabdha’
(ârabdha)264 Karma, is also a classification of Karma operating for a single lifetime.
Karmas are also classified according to the qualities,265on the basis of body
mechanism266 and also on the basis of their consequences.
viii. Karma as a Remedy
The inclination towards neutralizing the effects of Karma especially in its
negative sense thought to be the cause of sufferings or ill-effects is an early tendency
of the Veda. Prayers to deities to this effect occur in the early part of the Veda as also
the oblations offered through the medium of sacrifices. Sacrifices were also
performed to obtain heaven for enjoying their rewards. Very initially accumulation of
merit through ritual actions and creating Kàrmic potential to be utilized in near or
distant future was the form of prescribed Karma.
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Sharing of Karma as transfer of merit in the form of offerings to pitçs267 who
were believed to set free or save their descendants from evil things was a common
cultural practice. øràddha rites were performed for the welfare of the departed
souls.268 Earlier prayers are addressed to deities to cast away from the transgression of
the fathers269 the RV mentions about aversions to share the evils of others.270 Whereas
Jainism did not favour the transfer of merit, Buddhism on the other hand believed on
a class of preta living on the gifts of others (paradattaupajãvi-Milindapa¤ha IV. 8.29).
the philosophical systems did not accept the concept of transfer of merit.271
Increase in merit by measures such as Dàna (charity or gift),272 Japa273
(recitation of Vedic mantras and names of gods) Vratas274 (religious observances) in
the form of obligatory, expiatory, purificatory acts; Tãrthayàtra,275 (visiting places of
Pilgrimage) and such actions were brought about. This came about initially for
securing merit and later with the development of Karma theory also for removal of
accumulated demerit.
With the concept of ethical retribution of Karma, moral actions as good
(puõya) and evil (pàpa) and their results thereon came to be studied.276 With the
notion that the chain of existence continue its operation until Karma expires., Karma
became as a bondage and freedom from the bondage to escape from the workings of
Karma was sought for. The measures employed were in the form of Sa§vara,277
desirelessness,278 Niùkàma Karma279 (detached actions) and such others.
ix. Essential Constituents of the Theory of Karma
The gist of the theory of Karma in the literature can be explained as under
1) As a law of causation
Karma is a causal law, the law of action and reaction applicable to all sorts of
cosmic actions. In case of human, it extends along with the physical actions to the
mental and moral sphere as well.
2) Moral orientation
With the responsibility of one’s own actions being retributive, Karma theory
apart from physical actions enhanced the moral actions. Good actions resulted in
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happiness and inversely evil one’s produced sufferings Human effort (Puruùàrtha) and
free will became the important ingredients of Karma.
3) Operation of Karma through rebirth and transmigration
Karma being causal and subjected to retribution, rebirth and thereby
transmigration in various forms of existence came as an inevitable effect for the past
actions. Karma became explanatory for the present fate of an individual.
4) Deliverance from Karma
Puruùàrtha in the form of performance of prescribed action to reduce the effect
of daiva (past actions) and final liberation from the operations of karma also appear as
endpoints of the theory. Karma being an efficient cause and not a primordial one gave
a scope for Puruùakàra. Prescribed actions to such extent as to release from the
bondage of Karma existed in the culture. Facing the Pràrabdha Karma was also a
means of deliverance from Karma.
x. Aspects of Karma
1. Karma is central
Karma is centrally placed to the explanation of the universe by the culture. It
is proposed as the cause of the activity in the entire world and thereby a fundamental
percept being the cause of everything (Padma Puràõa 2.94). whereas it actively
pursued in the Vedic period in the form of ritual and ethical actions as a chief means
for the obtaining of heaven, immortality and the for Brahman world, in the post-Vedic
period it provides a causal platform for the working of the world as an effect of past
actions.
2. Karma is unseen and fructifies with time.
Karma as an unseen magical virtue or as a merit of ritualistic actions
fructifying at some later point of time is repeatedly expressed in the literature. Its
manifestation after bodily death is also mentioned (AV.XVIII.2.57). In the later phase
the daiva aspect of Karma considering birth as an expiation for the actions of previous
lives also retained the unseen angle of Karma. In its literal sense it is termed as
‘adçùta’ or ‘apårva’.280 Its connectivity with the parts of time as fruition of past actions
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or fructification in a distant future beyond bodily existence, makes ‘time’ a function
of karma.
3. Storage of Karma
Karma possessed a tendency of gathering. Every action once performed was
believed to fructify, and those which do not fructify instantly were bound to be stored.
Whether meritorious or non-meritorious every action being consequential and
resulting in fruition after a certain lapse of time attributed Karman the property of
accumulation until they being fructified or exhausted. These were inclusive of
accumulated Karmas of all the past existences, whose fruits remain to be experienced.
These set of Karmas are termed as ‘Sa¤cita Karma’.
The stored Karma is material or lay in a matter form being compared to a
lump of earth or wood and insentient in character.281 Sà§khya make it a part of the
primordial matter (Prakçti).
The association of the matter form of Karman (Pudgala of Jainas) with the
soul is believed the basis of the karmaõa÷arãra or else the liïga÷arãra (subtle body)
which is controlled by Karma residing in it along with avidyà and desire.282 These
residues of the acts stored in the form of tendencies (sa§skàras) fructify in many lives
is also a presupposition.
A special type of Karma stored in the form of action potential namely apårva,
the subtle potency arising from the sacrificial action is said to reside in the agent and
stands as a connecting link between the act and the reward over the lapse of time. In
an earlier period the idea of accumulated merit is expressed in the Taittirãya Sa§hità
V. 7.7.2
4. Inequality due to Karma
Inequality amongst human beings is attributed to past-karma as good and evil
resulting in variation in caste, form or appearance, in economic status and success and
fortune.283 The variety in the biological species is also accorded to Karmas284 on virtue
of their deeds leading to superior forms of life as a consequence of higher merit.
Rather the entire differentiation from Brahmà to a blade of grass is made dependant
on Karma.285 Thereby diversity is made a result of Karmavipàka.
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Inequality along with difference in the nature of individual actions also
manifests in the time of Vipàka.286 The inequality in the body forms and mental
faculties of human are accorded to the rajas and tamas along with the pårvakarmas.287
Deeds also determine the plane of fruition.288 Good conduct results birth as a
human being or in heaven whereas evil conduct leads to animal birth or hell.
Kauùitaki Upaniùad (I.2) mentions rebirth in different planes of existence. The ideas
of other worlds viz, devaloka (heaven) and yamaloka (world of fathers) reached by
devayàna & pitçyàna respectively and even the idea of hell expressed in earlier Veda
modulated along with the theory of Karma and in the later part with rebirth essentially
in this world, swarga (heaven) came to be defined not as a region but as a state (of
mind) denoting happiness (øàbarabhàùya on Mãm. Så.VI.1.1). Karma at this stage
thereby became directly associated with emotional experiences and their bifurcations.
5. Motion of Karma
Karma is equated with motion. The idea subsists itself in its literary expression
and in its basic concept that every action is inevitably subjected to fruition. It is also
frequently expressed in the notion of transference or exchange of Karma. It is said to
possess downward gravity (adhogurutva) in opposition to or relatively with the soul
possessing an upward movement. (årdhvagurutva).289 This thought in sense of being
tied down (due to immoral actions) is expressed very early in the concept of the
fetters of Varuõa, whereas the idea continues in later period where a man with true
insight is not restrained by his actions in opposition to those without insight who are
tied down to repeated births and deaths. (Manusmçti 6.74)
Karma (human action) is determinative of a man’s gati290 is an important
concept in relation with the doctrine. In the initial literature, the soul was supposed to
move by its inherent power (ñdYm) 291 and later because of the accumulated Karmas. Or
it was the complex of dharmàdharma (adçùta) which decided the future course of the
soul. The possible courses (gati) or destinies292 depended upon the nature of the
acts.293 The state between two material or gross bodies defined as vigraha-gati294 also
finds mention in the literature.
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4. Vedàïga Jyotiùa and Karman
In relation with Jyotiùa, Karma carries a comprehensive meaning. In contrast
to its later sense as restricted to the acts of human beings, with the entire form of
Jyotiùa it is related to the overall cosmic activity, the action and reaction in the
happenings of the cosmos, inclusive of physical and moral things, the living nonliving things and perceptible and imperceptible objects. Elsewhere in the literature
this broader sense of Karman occurs in the Vai÷eùika dar÷ana and also seen in the
Bhagavadgãtà.295 The correlation comes chiefly in two sorts, firstly it includes the
study and interpretation of the natural cosmic activity and secondly it works to
provide proper times from the cosmic activity for the performance of voluntary
actions of human beings.
i. Cosmic Actions: The Substratum of Jyotiùa
With Karma as natural cosmic actions, Vedàïga Jyotiùa in alliance with
Karma deals with the study of the nature and the light objects and the phenomena
dealt with it. It included the study of divinations, the voluntary and involuntary
natural actions for the interpretation of human future. Also the learning of the
regularity of the cosmic process depicted by the animated nature gods and the
application of the orderly motion of the luminaries and the heavenly bodies for
performance of prescribed human actions. The sattra (yearly session) was arranged on
the course of the Sun. Most of the later rites were based on the position of the Moon
in the divisions of the sky, the acts in accordance with the characteristics of the
Nakùatras in which the Moon was situated.
As daiva came to be regarded as good and bad actions of the previous birth/s
of human296 Vedàïga Jyotiùa provided a substratum for the reading of the past actions.
Daiva and its synonyms297 came to be regarded as divine will,298 its course coming
from the gods or operated by the agency of the gods with the common expression as
the fruits of (one’s own) actions coming from the gods.299 Daivabalapravçtta300
included lightning and natural disorders along with curses, wraths of demons directly
related to the gods with human at the receiving end.
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The perceptive cosmos served as a base for the ideological implementation of
the culture. Worshipping the rising and the setting Sun was said to deliver from the
sins (Kauùitaki Upaniùad 2.7). It also worked as a live screen for the happenings or
myths in the past exhibited in the form of impressions to present vision. Allied with
this the stars visible in the sky were the lights of the virtuous men in the past (Tai.
Sa§. 5.4.1.3) due to their chaste deeds were raised to stars. Also were informative the
star clusters in examples like the Orion myth which showed the desirous Prajapati and
the consequence of his actions. These messages served as way a sort of evidence of
the results of good and bad actions and were obviously utilized for the future
designing of man.
In connection with Karma through the cosmic activity Vedàïga Jyotiùa came
to be considered a Cakùu (eye) for the vision and an insight for shaping of future and
also provided a look-out for the past actions. Actively pursued human actions in
present retained its importance through out, adverse daiva could be unwind by self
effort was believed, yet there was a dependency on cosmic activity as amongst the
two destinies (vidhàne) ordained for men one was brought about by the gods and also
the fruits of Karma depended upon daiva and the effects of the past, present and
future along with human efforts.301
ii. Kàla and Karma
Puruùakàra and daiva though parts of Karma, are contrasted on the basis of
Time. Time (Kàla) is also considered an important factor along with action (Karma)
for the functioning of the world.302 Often time is equated with the daiva counterpart of
Karma in the later literature in connection with Karmavipàka or fruition of karma.
Kàla is accorded the quality of bringing to fruition the past actions. âdiparvan (1.1.
188-191) elaborates the working of Kàla as to ripen and then decay the beings.303 This
function of Kàla was perhaps subordinate to the early culture yet work on a certain
time could lead to a desired future was a thought prevalent in the culture since very
early times. ègveda (III. 8.5.) mentions the utility of an auspicious day for planting a
sacrificial post and the resultant prosperity. Ritual actions on the parvan of Prajàpati, a
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personification of Kàla, representing a Sa§vatsara was a regular practice in the
Bràhmaõa period.
In the later flow of thought, the culture ascribed activity to matter and
materialistic forms. All actions were said to be performed by the guõas
(constituents)of the primordial matter (Prakçti), thereby qualities were connected with
matter. Guõa (quality) and Karma are essentially related to the substance whereas
Kàla is amårta (non-embodied / formless) and is an acting force in bringing forth the
activity (whether good or bad) residing in the substance. Thereby, if Karma
qualitatively specificies the cosmic activity (of material forms), than Kàla can be
termed as the record or account of that particular activity. This quality of Kàla is
expressed in the literature as keeping an account of days, nights and its other fractions
and causing sufferings.304 Further these divisions of Kàla as day and night and such
factors also are said to arise due to activity of the material cosmic objects as the Sun
and the Moon resulting in light and darkness. The study of these qualities of cosmic
matter, the resulting Kàla and its effects on human and cosmic future continued till
the period of Varàha.305
Also since the activity of the cosmic matter becomes the cause of cosmic time,
the variations in the cosmic activity can also be said as the cause of the variations in
cosmic time. A mutual dependency arises here as time becomes an operation of
Karma and Karma depends on time for its fruition. A study of any such unit of time
can be a ready reckoner for providing information about the activity of the cosmos
stored in it in the form of characteristics or qualities.
A study of the characteristics of the cosmos occurs very early in the Veda in
form of the natural phenomenon represented by the deities. The order in the cosmos
and one process changing into the next one resulting in a successive changeability of
events is recorded with the aid of time and its units. Also a complete change in the
characteristics occur at some point of time and the moment which brings forward this
change is also discovered in the form of the joints of days and nights, the New Moon
and the Full Moons, the ètusandhis, the Uttaràyana and the Dakùiõàyana occurring
due to the motion of the heavenly objects. The notion of future and the impending
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auspicious or inauspicious happening is made dependent on this change and the unit
of time which brings out this change in the Veda.
On part of the moment, it being a carrier of the stored cosmic activity
inclusive of the characteristic in it and being devoid of any quality of its own since it
is non-embodied; this quality of the cosmos becomes an identity of that particular
moment. Inversely, the moment which carries it is a witness of that specific activity
lying in it and also a witness of the change it may lead to, in the next successive
moment, as the activity may proceed. Thereby any such moment becomes a sign or a
mark for that particular activity.
Veda and the later period has utilized the strength of the moment and the
further units of time to seek knowledge about the impending future from the variety
of cosmic activity which lie in the divisions of time. Long time spans as Kalpa, Yuga,
Manvantara and such spans have been studied in the relation with the quality of the
cosmos and the moments of the beginning of these time spans have been calculated
and studied to understand their effects on man and cosmos and also to calculate the
age of the cosmos.
Apart from the variety in the cosmos from which activity arises or is stored in
the form of characteristics and is brought forth by time, the culture has discovered
certain part of the cosmos as non-active or without activity or motion. The concept is
present in the expression of the all pervading Brahman in the Upaniùads or later in the
notion of the non modified part of the primordial matter of the Sà§khya philosophy
or else in Sun without parts. The idea of time beyond its three parts as past, present
and future offers a connectivity to such parts of the cosmos. The negation of time or
time as a whole or else the timelessness of the universe follow such regions of cosmos
which explicitly refer to a time plane rendered superior than its other counter parts
which differentiate on account of variable activity.
iii. Perception by Kàla
One of the chief concern with the correlation of Jyotiùa and the Karma theory
is its connectivity to human future. The nature of the working of cosmic activity and
time being gradual and successive, the study related to future from these two becomes
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an ordered process and rules out any possibility of suddenness in any event or
happening. In an attempt to read future from cosmic activity, the onset of involuntary
divinations mentioned as Utpàta or Adbhuta, or the apparent motion of the Sun in the
two hemispheres, count to the limitations of the human senses rather than the actual
process. This was perhaps acknowledged very early since the Sun never really rises or
sets is already mentioned in the Aitareya Bràhmaõa306. The daily occurrence of day
and night too seemingly indicate a restricted point of observation. Apart from these
future from long time spans or timelessness of the universe being beyond a single
human life span restricted by births and deaths, or rebirths obscuring the memories of
past lives the perceptive faculty of Time with cosmos as the standard means has been
used to transcend the limitations of human to read the part actions and the future of
man.
iv. Actions on specific time
The transmigration of the self is said to be due to acts and bondage to time.307
And destiny is made a factor operating with time which decide the fate of earthly
existence of man. Thereby time in relation with past-Karma decide the period of
fruition308 of action whereas human endowed with free will possess the independence
of action. Cosmos being passive and non-intelligent is rendered non-active in terms of
free will.
Cosmic activity with aid of time is utilized as a standard means for
performance of prescribed actions and also for reading of the past ones. Fruition of
action on appropriate time is made the quality of the cosmos, whereas man is given an
injunction to act on prescribed times derived from the cosmic material by the culture
thereby making work on appropriate times a necessity for an ideal future.
Thus, the limitation of perception is to human and not to time and cosmos.
Whereas the limitation of independent action is to time and cosmos and not to human.
Therefore the mutual qualities of cosmic time with its ability of perception and human
with his independence to act are brought together by the culture to work on human
and cosmic future and which forms the basis of the co-relation of Vedàïga Jyotiùa
and Karma in the literature.
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v. Future of Man and Cosmos
Very early ritual actions and time are intentionally connected through the
medium of sacrifices for futures recompenses. The importance of moment to such
effect as a unit of cosmic time, its transitory existence on part of the observer is
acknowledged. That it carries along with it certain qualities of the cosmos deemed
special for human work and while passing away it takes along with it the qualities it
brought forth also the fact that being a part of the natural law it cannot be reproduced
voluntarily and is beyond human intervention is also acknowledged. This is what can
be termed as the ‘strength of the moment’ which must have been contemplated in the
prevalent culture then and thereby specific actions are seen to be arranged on its
occurrence.
The importance of right moment, in relation with its qualities and its transitory
existence for a sacrificer appears to be studied and utilized in the Vedic times where
the man was said to be cut off from the heavenly world if the proper time for
Dar÷apårõamàsa rite was not followed. The importance of cosmic time as one which
connects man to other planes on performance of proper actions was acknowledge
since early period.
The ideology of cosmic paths and regions materialized as a practical device to
the study of human and cosmic future. Work aimed at a right direction in cosmos for
desired effect in terms of future was arranged and the path of natural light displayed
by the heavenly bodies was followed. The order of light brought forth by Kàla was
pursued to such an effect. The initial study of cosmic order by means of the deities
leading to the sacrificial order and then the moral order in and later to the Upaniùads
divulge the flow of the correlation as beginning with a cosmic orientation and ending
with centralization around human. Rather, the transformation of èta, the physical
cosmic order into Dharma, the sacrificial and moral order which served as a basis of
culture can equally be termed as a basis for the correlation of Jyotiþ÷àstra and the
concept of Karman. Though serving a physical substratum to the ideology of the
culture was the initial role of Jyotiþ÷àstra, with the concept such as the deliverance of
the soul where Prakçti becomes a mere illusionary appearance, the role of cosmos
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became more and more passive with Jyotiùa confined as a mechanical time reckoner
and the later Karma theory limiting itself to human actions. The Vedàïga Jyotiùa, the
first of the extant texts on Jyotiùa, deemed technically as a calendar is a sound proof
of the reliance of human activity on the cosmic order for a definite future and also of
the cultural line of thought connecting appropriate cosmic time and human action for
the achievement of such a future which was believed to be an ideal one by the man of
early times.
Jyotiùa which was very initially connected to the study of light forms, loosely
bound to the physical and moral actions of human gradually came to be labeled as
Kàlavidhàn÷àstra, the law of times which appropriated specific times for the
performance of human actions. There occurs a shuffling between cosmic time and
human actions, as a cause as well as an effect in terms of shaping of the human future
on account of which Kàla is equaled with a potter (Mbh. 12.34.10). A systematic
effort directed towards organizing human future with the aid of Kàla is evident in the
culture. The development is gradual and essentially phase wise but not linear on terms
of the cultural versatility and occurs in an attempt to decipher repeatedly the cosmic
puzzle in relation with man and his future along with the apt usage of time and actions
to restore the perhaps attenuated harmony of human and nature.

Concluding Remarks
Conclusively, the study of Jyotiþ÷àstra and the concept of Karman pursued by
the culture happens to be a study of nature and light forms brought forth by Kàla and
its order on part of Jyotiùa and the systematic study of physical and moral actions of
human on part of Karman. Also, etymologically the term dharma originating from √
dhç or the term religion from religere meaning ‘to bind’, in connection with the
correlation appears as ‘a binding of prescribed human actions to the cosmic actions
through Kàla’ brought about by the culture for the shaping of human future.
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108)

Aitareya Bràhmaõa IV. 18.

109)

`m§ n`©ñV{_`mXä`w{X`m{X{V gm {V{W…&& Aitareya Bràhmaõa 32.10.

110)

3 or 5 parts (Tai, Brà. 3.12.9.1 , 1.5.3), 30 parts (Tai. Brà 3.10.9.).

111)

âdiparva 123.6; Bhàratiya Jyotiùa÷àstra p. 98.

112)

Muhårta and Kùaõa (Nirukta 1.25.); Pàõini mentions Muhårta (3.3.9.) and perhaps
bàói (5.4.159.) according to Dikshit, (Bhàratiya Jyotiùa÷àstra, p.102) was a division
of time. Also kàùñhà and kalà (øàntiparva 7.2.). Two Nàóikàs = one Muhårta
(Vedàõga Jyotiùa. (RV).7.).

113)

Yuga comprises a short as well as a long period. H/o Dh. V. 1 p. 486.

114)

EH§$ dm EVÔodmZm_h…&& `Ëg§dËga…&& Tai. Brà. 3.9.22.

115)

Viùnu Puràõa VI. 3.11, 12.

116)

doXm {ö `kmW©_{^àd¥Îmm… H$mbmZwnyì`m© [d{hVmü `km…& Vñ_m{XX§ H$mb{dYmZemó§ `mo Á`mo{Vf§ doX g
doX `k_²& Vedàïga Jyotiùa (Yajurveda) verse 3.

117)

Certain Mesopotamian concepts were introduced to Indian Astronomy in Vedàïga
Jyotiùa. Jyotiþ÷àstrà p. 10.

118)

The unit of measurement is the Nakùatra and not the degree. Hindu Astronomy, p.18.

119)

These are shifting points and their changing positions are mentioned in various texts
in relation with the Nakùatras. Suryapraj¤apti marks the (Udagayana) (winter solstice
in Abhijit, Pa¤casiddhàntikà (iii.25) marks it in the first point of Capricorn (Rà÷i) and
Mahàbhàrata (i. 71.34) in øravaõa.

120)

Ayana means ‘motion’ or ‘path’ àyan-n-àpo ayanam - iccha - mànàh, RV. III. 33.7.

121)

ànÚoVo l{dð>mXm¡ gy`m©Mm§Ð_gmdwXH²$& gmnm©Y} X{jUmH©$ñ` _mKlmdU`mo… gXm&& Vedàïga Jyotiùa
(RV). 6.

122)

Hindu Astronomy, p. 27.

123)

EH$qde_oVXhê$n`pÝV {dfwdÝV§ _Ü`o g§dËgañ`& Ait. Brà. IV. 18.

124)

Vedàïga Jyotiùa (RV) 25, 26, 27.

125)

Vedàïga Jyotiùa (RV) verse 3.

126)

Matsya Puràõa 11.37-38; Padma Puràõa V. 8.72-73.

127)

Siddhàntapràkkàla and Jyotiþsiddhàntakàla Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra.
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P.11.

128)

History of Dharma÷àstraV. 1 pp. 514-519, Siddhànta period is after Greek invasion
from 100 BC to 1000 AD upto Bhaskaracàrya and carried Greek elements. Bharàtãya
Jyotiùa÷àstra, Pra÷a§sana, p.2,3; Varàha mentions the Greek method of Siddhànta.
Hindu Astronomy, p.64..

129)

Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra, p. 185.

130)

ÌwË`m{Xàb`m§VH$mbH$bZm_mZà^oX… H«$_m#mmamü ÚwgXm§ {ÛYmZ J{UV§ àýmñVWm gmoÎmam…& ^y{YîÊ`J«h
g§pñWVoü H$WZ§² `§Ìm{X `ÌmoÀ`Vo {gÕm§V… g CXmöVmo@Ì J{UVñH§$Yà~§Yo ~wY¡…&& Siddhànta
Shiromaõi I. 6.

131)

Karaõas are sequels to Siddhàntas. These are concise texts which emphasize on
pragmatic rules for computations. Jyotiþ÷àstra, p. 32. Varàha addresses his
Pa¤casiddhàntikà as a karaõa. Preface to Br.sa§. p. 24. Karaõa texts are chiefly used
for preparing pa¤càïga. Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra, p. 372.

132)

Pingree mentions five schools the other two being Ardharàtrika (= âryapakùa) and
Ganeùa. Jyotiþ÷àstra p. 13,14.

133)

Paitàmahasiddhànta in Varàhas Pa¤casiddhàntikà (12.1-5) is the oldest amongst the
Pràcinsiddhàntapa¤caka and relates it to the Brahmasiddhànta referred or mentioned
by Brahmagupta in his Siddhànta (I-2) Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra, p. 152. Pingree,
Jyotiþ÷àstra p.17 differs as Paitàmahasiddhànta incorporated in the Viùõudharmottara
is according to him the earliest. A third Paitàmaha or Brahmasiddhànta is related to
øàkalyasa§hità Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra p.151.
The Pràcinsiddhàntapa¤caka

(nm¡{beamo_H$d{gð>gm¡an¡Vm_hmñVwn#m{gÕm§Vm…) are mentioned in

Varàhas Pa¤casiddhàntikà. These are non-extant and composed before the øaka era.
According to Thibaut they are composed around 400 A.D. Bhàratiya Jyotiùa÷àstra
p.160. the Pràcinsiddhàntapa¤caka, the modern five viz. Sårya, Soma, Vasiùñha,
Roma÷a and Brahmasiddhànta (in øàkalya Sa§hità) and Brahmasiddhànta
(Paitàmahasiddhànta) in Viùõudharmottara are Apauruùeya. Bhàrtãya Jyotiùa÷àstra
p.169.
134)

In five year cycle (of 1830 days), the year can beginning with øraviùñhà and
calculation of the length of the day. It differs from Vedàïga Jyotiùa in length of the
year and adds Bhaunumàdi (Mars and the rest) planets to Sun and Moon.
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135)

Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra, p. 151.

136)

Of 365 days 14 ghatis and 48 palas.

137)

For which accused by Brahmagupta. While the other Romaka by Sriùena mentions
Yuga. (11.55).

138)

gám{œdoX g§»`§ eH$H$mb_nmñ` M¡ÌewŠbmXm¡& AYm©ñV{_Vo ^mZm¡ `dZnwao ^m¡_m{XdgmÚ…&& Romaka
Siddhànta I. 1 (Pa¤casiddhàntikà verse 8)

139)

Sårya Siddhànta (Madhyamàdhikàra verse 25).

140)

Sårya Siddhàanta II. 3, Hindu Astronomy, p. 85.

141)

Paitàmahasiddhànta chap. I and II deal with Astrology, Jyotiþ÷àstra, p. 17.; such a
composite form is also displayed in øàrdulakarõàvdàna, a divination text in its chap.
33 (Divyàvadàna) which deals with Astronomy. Jyotiþ÷àstra,, p. 10.

142)

J{UV§ OmVH§$ emIm§ `modo{Îm {ÛOnw“d…& {ÌñH$ÝYkmo {d{Z{X©ï>… g§{hVmnmaJü g…&& Garga quoted by
Utpala on Bç. Sa§ I. 9.

143)

In this sense, Kern terms it as a ‘phalagranth’, Preface to Bç. Sa§. p 22.

144)

Jyotiþ÷àstra, p. 71.

145)

As quoted by Vasantaràja øakuna, History of Dharma÷àstra V. 2 p. 806.

146)

Weber traces the origin of the link of omens and portents with the Indians way back
to the primitive Indo-Germanic period. The History of Indian Literature, p. 264.

147)

øakuni (RV. II. 42.1, 43.2 , 3).

148)

Kapota (RV. X. 165) ; elephants (Bç. Sa§. 98. 1-14.). Horses (Bç. Sa§. 92. 1-14.),
Bçhat Yogayàtra 22. 1-4, Yogayàtra XI 1-14, on cries and movements of birds and
animals (øakunàrõava by Vasantaràja varga I-XX), Gargasa§hità Aïga. 42, 46-50.

149)

Bçhadyogayàtrà XIII .1; Vasantaràja øakuna VI. 4.10; Bç. Sa§. (51.10), øàkuntala
I.11. Matsyapuràõa 241. 1-14; Bçhadyogayàtrà XIII 1-10.

150)

RV. VIII. 47.15; Aitareya-Araõyaka iii. 2.4.

151)

øat. Brà. IV. 5.8.11.; øGS v. 11.10.

152)

Bç Sa§. 45. 82-95.

153)

Garga Sa§hità aïgas 32-34.

154)

Jyotiþ÷àstra, p. 75.

155)

Apte, p.13.
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156)

History of Dhama÷àstra, Vol. V. 2, p. 741

157)

Indra, Varuõa, Yama, Agni, Vai÷ravaõa, Viùnu, Vàyu,

158)

Apte.p. 102.

159)

Bç Sa§. 45.1.

160)

CËnmVm… nm{W©dmÝV[ajm… e§ Zmo {X{dMam J«hm…& Atharvaveda 19.9.7 {Xì`mÝV[ajm ^m¡_§M {Ì{dY§
g§àH$s{V©V_²& Matsya Puràõa 229.6 Vofm§ Úm¡aÝV[aj§ ^yaoVmüml`…&

Garga quoted by

Adbutasagara and Sabhàparva 46.8,9.
161)

Here nimitta carries the sense of Aïgavidyà though Manusmçti (VI.50) mentions
Nimitta and Aïgavidyà separately.

162)

Apte, p. 289.

163)

H/o Dh. V. 1, p. 522,

164)

For instance Gargasa§hità.

165)

Aitareya-âraõyaka III. 2.4.

166)

Preface to Bçhat-Sa§hità, p. 36.

167)

OÝ_OÝ_mÝVaH¥$V§ nw§gm§ H$_© ew^mew^_²& `Îmñ` eHw$Z… nmH§$ {ZdoX`{V JÀNdm_²&& Bçhadyogayàtra
23.1.

168)

H/o Dh. Vol. V.I. p. 543.

169)

H$mb… ew^{H«$`m `mo½`mo _whÿV© B{V H$Ï`Vo& Muhårtadar÷ana I. 20.

170)

âtharvaõa-Jyotiùa I. 6-11, earlier in Tai. Br. III. 10.1.1-3.

171)

Bçhad Yogayàtra VI. 2.4.

172)

âtharvaõa-Jyotiùa II. 1-11, III. 1-6.

173)

âtharvaõa-Jyotiùa VII. 12, 16.

174)

RV. III. 8.5

OmVmo Om`Vo gw{XZËdo A•m§ g_W© Am {dXWo dY©_mZ…& Also Tai. Brà. 1.52 which

mentions the success of an act performed on an auspicious time.
175)

Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra. p.97.

176)

Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra. p. 520.

177)

With the aid of an horoscope. Horoscope or kundali is a chart displaying the position
of planets in different quarters of the sky at the moment of birth of an individual. It
divides the zodiac in twelve equal parts specified by Ràsis or Signs.
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178)

Lagna is the starting point of the Kundali which coincides with the point of birth. It
specifies the zodiacal sign rising on the eastern horizon at the moment of birth of an
individual. The term Lagna appears in Vasiùñha Siddhànta with a similar meaning as
in Jàtaka. Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra, p. 517.

179)

Apte, p. 644.

180)

H/o Dh. Vol. V.1, pp. 549-551.

181)

Jyotiþ÷àstra, p. 81.

182)

OmVH${_Vr à{gX²Y§ `„moHo$ V{Xh H$sË`©Vo hmoam& Sàràvali II. 4.

183)

History of Dharma÷àstra, Vol. V. 1, p. 479-480.

184)

Garga quoted by Varàha in Bçhat-Sa§hita II. 15.

185)

Bhàratiya Jyotiùa÷àstra, p. 482.

186)

Ancient Sanskrit literature, Introduction, p. 42.

187)

hmoaoË`hmoamÌ{dH$ën_oHo$ dmÄN>pÝV nydm©nadU©bmonmV²& Brhajjàtaka. Also Sàràvali II. 2.

188)

History of Dharma÷astra, Vol. V. 1. p. 585.

189)

History of Dharma÷àstra, vol. V.1, p.597, ffn. 892.

190)

AWdm X¡d{d_e©Zn`m©`… Iëd`§ eãX…&& Sàràvali II. 4.

191)

Horoscopy believed to be borrowed from the Babylonians and Greeks had no
(generally believed) doctrine of Karma and Punarjanma. H/o Dh. V.1, p. 546.

192)

H$_m©{OV§ nyd©^do gXm{X `Îmñ` n{L²>º$ g_{^ì`Z{ŠV&& Bç. Jà. I.3. `Xþn{MV_Ý`OÝ_m{Z ew^mew^§ Vñ`
H$_©U… n{L²>º$ & ì`ÄO`{V emó_oVV² V_{gÐì`m{U Xrn Bd&&> Laghujàtaka I.3 quoted by Utpala
on Bç. Jà. I. 3.

193)

Such an instance is mentioned in Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra pp. 478-480. Dikshit
concludes (of Sàmuórika Jyotiþ÷àstra) from this that planets share a relation with
human and his life.

194)

Interrogations or Pra÷na and Tàjika (Solar return) also answer about the future from a
horoscope which is based on the moment of question and the solar return instead of
the birth point as Lagna.

195)

Pingree includes øulbasutras in his list of topics related to Jyotiþ÷àstra. Jyotiþ÷àstra,
p. 3.
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196)

Jyotiþ÷àstra, p.2, 56. Earlier Mathematics was connected to Jyotiþ÷àstra, and most
Mathematician were Astrologers.

197)

Dikshit mentions this connection from a passage in Tai. Brà 3.10.9. Bhàratãya
Jyotiùa÷àstra, , p. 69.

198)

Vàj. Sa§. XXX. 10, 20;Tai. Brà. IV. 5.

199)

n¥WJod¡Vñ` kmZñ`mÜ`m`mo ^d{V, AYr`rV dm V{ÛÛX²ä`mo dm nd© AmJ_`oV& Gobhila Gçhyasutra
I.5.13.

200)

Artha÷àstra VI. 4.

201)

Enumerated on p. 527, H/o Dh. V.1

202)

fS>“mmo doX… N>ÝX… H$ënmo ì`mH$aU§ Á`mo{Vf§ {Zéº§$ {ejm N>ÝXmo {d{M{V[a{V& âpDS II. 4.8.11.

203)

History of Ancient Sanskrit literature, p. 56.

204)

Á`mo{Vfm_`Z§ Mjw…& Pàõinãya øikùà.41.

205)

History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 263.

206)

Hindu Astronomy, p. 24.

207)

Colebrooke Essays, ii, p. 373.

208)

√ kç II.8 U.

209)

Apte, p.136.

210)

RV. VI. 51.7.

211)

RV. III. 38.2.

212)

RV. I. 22.19, 101.4; RV. X. 54.4.

213)

RV. I. 148.2 , VIII . 36.7, IX .96.11.

214)

Termed as iùñàpårta. Tai. Sa§. V. 7.7.2.

215)

`kmo d¡ H$_©& øat. Brà. I. 1.2.1 `kmo d¡ loð>V__² H$_©& øat. Brà. I.7.1.5; Tai. Brà. III. 2.1.4

216)

H$_©Um {nV¥bmoH$… {dÚ`m XodbmoH$…& XodbmoH$mo d¡ bmoH$mZm§ loð> Vñ_m{ÛÚm§ àe§gpÝV&& Bç. Up. I. 5.16.

217)

Bç. Up. III. 8.10.

218)

nwÊ`… nwÊ`oZ H$_©Um ^d{V, nmn… nmnoZ& Bç. Up. 4.4.5.

219)

Atharvaveda XVIII. 2.57.

220)

Chàn. Up. 5.10.3, Muõó. Up. 1.2.10.

221)

I÷à Upaniùad 9.
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222)

Brahman beyond good and evil (Bç. Up. 4.3.22), Chàn. Up. 4.14.3. magnifies the
state of a knower of Brahman.

223)

Mahàbhàrata 1.75.2.

224)

Brahma Puràõa 35.31-60.

225)

Mahàbhàrata 1.86.7, 1.76-91, 5.118-120.

226)

Uttaràdhyayana Såtra 33.17-18.

227)

H$_©{^… àm{UZm_² bmoHo$ gd©Moï>màd©VH$…& Vàyu Puràõa 31.42.

228)

Padma Puràõa II. 94.8.

229)

gd©ñ` àg{dVm& Nirukta 10.31.

230)

Vedic Mythology, p.34.

231)

RV,I , 92.9; VII. 77.1.

232)

Atharvaveda XIX. 58 (10 verses), 54 (5 verses).

233)

`Vmo dm B_m{Z ^yVm{Z Om`ÝVo `oZ OmVm{Z OrdpÝV `Ëà`ÝË`{^gm§{depÝV VX² {d{Okmgñd& VX² ~«÷o{V&
Tai.Up. III. 1.

234)

H$_©~rO§ _Zñn§X… Yogavàsiùñha Ràmàyaõa III. 96.11.

235)

MoVZm H$å__²& Aïguttaranikàya iii. VI. 63.

236)

Yogasåtra II. 13.

237)

Guõas of Prakçti (Gãtà 3.28, 14.19).

238)

Nyàya Bhàùà 4.1.21.

239)

Mahàbhàrata 3.33.20.

240)

Mahàbhàrata. 13.13.5.

241)

`ËH$mb_² {ö `ËgwI_² Xþ…I_² dm AmË_Zm ^wÝO`{V Vñ_¡d bmoHo$ \$bËd_² à{gÕ_²& øàïkarabhàùya
on Brahmasåtra III. 2.38.

242)

Padmapuràõa II. 94.11.

243)

Sà§khyapravacanasåtra 6.67.

244)

Yogasåtra II. 13, Also Mahàbhàrata 12. 233.11.

245)

Karma and Rebirth in the Dharma÷àstras p.80 in Karma and Rebirth in Classical
Indian Traditions, p.80.

246)

Pårvàparàdhajaþ is one of the three classes of diseases, Aùtàïgahçdaya, Såtrasthàna
I. 12.57. Also Vasiùtha (20.43-44) relates illnesses to mortal sins of previous lives.
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247)

Caraka Sa§hità IV. 2.36.

248)

H$_©OÝ`mon^moJmW©_² eara_²& ølokavàrttika 19.109.

249)

Tantravàrttika II. 1.2.

250)

øàbarabhàùya 4.3.27.

251)

âpDS 2.1.2.2.

252)

Gãtà 14.18.

253)

{Z{X©ï>_² X¡deãXoZ H$_© `V² nm¡d©Xo{hH$_²& Caraka Sa§hità (øàrirasthàna) IV. 1.116.
Matsyapuràõa CCXXI. 1. 5 Mahàbhàrata 3.33.18.

254)

Ràmàyaõa 2.19.20.

255)

Mahàbhàrata 3.32.33; Daiva etymoloically means ‘that which pertain to the gods’
(devas).

256)

Karma as an ‘action requiring some effort’ Caraka 1.1.49-56.

257)

Dãgha II. 19-20.

258)

_mZwî`mX²XodVm_² JVm… I Mahàbhàrata 13.6.14; Matsyapuràõa CCXX1.2.

259)

H¥$V… nwéfH$mañVw X¡d_odmZwdV©Vo I Mahàbhàrata 13.6.22.

260)

Caraka Sa§hità III. 3.29 , 36.

261)

X¡d_² nwéfH$maü Û`_² nw§g… \$bmdh_²& Agni Puràõa CCXX VI.1.3.

262)

Matsyapuràõa (221.8).

263)

Yogasåtra II. 12, 13.

264)

Brahmasåtra 4.1.19.

265)

Gãtà 14. 5-9.

266)

Kàya, Vàcã, Manokamma, Majjhimanikàya 56.

267)

RV. X. 14.8, Atharvaveda XI. 6.11, 1.3.

268)

Garuóapuràõa II.5.47, 10.20.

269)

RV. VII. 86.5.

270)

RV. VI. 51.7, VII. 52.2.

271)

Karma theory in some Indian Philosophical Systems, p.266.

272)

RV I 125.2, Matsyapuràõa LXXXIII to XC II.

273)

Gautamadharmasåtra 19.12, Yàj. Smç. III. 301-304.

274)

Manusmçti XI. 116-17, 131-32, 170-71, Milindapa¤ha IV. 1.2.
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275)

Tai.Sa§. VI. 1-1, Kårmapuràõa II. 34.142.

276)

Chànd. Up. 5.10.7, Pra÷na Upaniùad III.7.

277)

Sarvadar÷ana-Sa§graha 15.23.

278)

Bç. Up. 4.4.7, Muõó. Up. III. ii.1.

279)

Gãtà 3.7; 18.2, 6; 5.10; 4.20.

280)

Śàïkaràcàrya’s commentary on Brahmasåtra 3.2.40

281)

Brahmasåtra øàïkarabhà÷ya 3.2.38,41.

282)

A{dÚm H$m_ H$_© dmgZml` {b“ Cnm{Y AmË_oîdam¡& øàïkarabhà÷ya on Muõó. Up. 3.1.1.

283)

Såtrakçtàïga 2.1.13,

284)

Matsya Puràõa CL IV. 147-152,

285)

øribhàùya on Brahmasåtra 1.2.1.

286)

Yogasåtra II. 12.

287)

Caraka Sa§hità IV. 2.36.

288)

Yogavàsiùñha Ràmàyaõa III. 54.29.

289)

Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. IV., 484 b.

290)

H$_©Om JV`mo Z¥Um_²& Manusmçti 12.3.

291)

RV. I. 164.30.

292)

Five types of Gatis are listed in Dãgha Nikàya 3.234, Majjhima Nikàya 1.73.

293)

Sugati (pleasant course) or duggati (unpleasant course) depending on the conduct,
Majjhima Nikàya 3.178.179.

294)

Sarvàrthasiddhi 2.25.

295)

^yV^mdmoØdH$amo {dgJ©… H$_©g§{kV…& Gãtà VIII. 3.

296)

H$_m©Ê`mOÝ_m{Z H¥$V_² gXgM² M X¡d_²& Yogayàtra 1.3.

297)

Niyati, diùta, bhàgya, vidhi. Amarko÷a 1.4.28.

298)

Relating to Gods, Apte p.261.

299)

B©ídañVw \$b_² XXmVrË`ZwnnÞ_²&Vedàntasåtra 3.2.41. øàïkarabhàùya on this explains that
the fruit come from the gods in accordance with the acts done by the individual.

300)

Su÷çta Sa§hità 1.24.7., or daivakçta. Ràmàyaõa. 2.19.16, 6.98.23.

301)

Matsya Puràõa 221. 1-12.

302)

H$_©Um H$mb`wºo$Z VWoX_² ^«må`Vo OJV²& Mahàbhàrata 12.34.
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303)

H$mb… nM{V ^yVm{Z H$mb… g§ha{V àOm…& Mahàbhàrata I 1.188.

304)

Mahàbhàrata 12.220 97-98.

305)

Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra, p. 216.

306)

Aitareya Bràhmaõa III. 44.

307)

Mahàbhàrata 12.206.13.

308)

Ràmàyaõa 3.28.7.

----------------------
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